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ABSTRACT
Industry  has long held to the belief th a t accidents are caused and 
they can be preven ted . To support th is belief, in d u stry  in the United 
States has allocated vast resources for accident prevention. The rationale 
for th is  allocation of resources re s ts  on the  concern for employees' well­
being, federal and sta te  regulations, and the  profit incentive. In o rder to 
te s t the most feasible and effective program to generate safety  awareness 
and teach specific safety skills , a system of daily reinforcem ent using an 
in -p lan t cable tablevision capability was conceptualized, designed, 
implemented and te sted . This s tudy  p resen ts  the findings for the Safety 
Minutes program which was tested  du rin g  a th irty -d ay  period at the 
Louisiana division of a large chemical company.
From the nineteen p lan ts (operating un its) in the company's 
Louisiana division, eight p lants were randomly selected to partic ipate in 
the s tu d y . Five different safety messages were p repared  and each worker 
(plant operator) was exposed to a specific video message an average of 
four times during  the study  period. Three p lan ts were randomly selected 
as control groups and comparisons were made between those plants in 
which operators saw the messages and those p lan ts in which the operators 
did not. The Safety Minutes project was shown at the beginning of each
shift and presen ted  a b rie f (five to eight minutes) spo rts  special with a 
"commercial" provided by the division 's safety departm ent during  the 
middle of the p resen tation . The Safety Minutes were shown to be highly 
effective as a teaching tool and as a stim ulator for safety  aw areness. 
Significant differences were found in the levels of safety awareness 
between control and experimental groups with those individuals viewing 
Safety Minutes showing h igher levels of safety aw areness. Safety Minutes 
viewers were also consistently  able to recall the Safety Minute "commercial" 
m essages.
In general, employees viewing the  Safety Minutes project ra ted  the 
Safety Minutes h igher on nine safety  program a ttrib u tes  than  those 
individuals in the control groups who ra ted  the existing safety  program on 
the same a ttrib u te s . Analysis of the  Safety Minutes project also suggested  





Importance of Safety Programs
C entral to the concept of safety education is the belief that 
accidents are caused and they can be preven ted . In d u stry  has allocated 
vast resources for accident prevention. The rationale for th is allocation 
re s ts  in the concern for employee well-being, federal and state 
regulations, and the profit incentive. The th ru s t in many industries  is 
to create a s tro n g  desire in the mind of the employee to work safely.
This study  is directed to an examination of the effectiveness of 
the use of cable video technology in safety tra in ing  at industria l sites. 
The types of safety tra in ing  relate to both attitud inal and specific safety 
skills. The program is implemented through  the  use of an in-house 
cable system .
In the broadest term s, th is  program is designed to encourage 
operating s ta ff to "th ink  safety" during  th e ir work day. As will be 
shown in the review of lite ra tu re , the safety awareness issue has been 
identified as being critical in reducing an d /o r eliminating accidents 




For several y ea rs , company management has been concerned with 
the performance of its  division-wide safety  program . Principle concerns 
reflected the steady sta te  of OSHA recordable and minor in ju ries over a 
four-year period, despite large expenditures on safety  su p erv iso rs , 
employee education program s and accident investigations. (See Appendix 
A for a d istribution of minor injuries and OSHA recordables for each 
p la n t.)
The author conducted an informal review of the company’s 
existing  safety tra in ing  and management program , including tra in ing  
tools and p rocedures, with the  intention of determ ining methods, 
procedures and tools development which would, properly  applied, 
increase safety  tra in ing  effectiveness and improve the company’s 
operating safety record .
This review was conducted in term s of the safety measurement 
c rite ria  cited by  Grimaldi (1972). In these term s, a safety  program 
should :
(1) Be so constructed  th a t i t  can be used to affect the 
employees' rew ards (appraisal, promotions, bonuses, e tc .)
(2) Be constructed  in such a way that it recognizes o r can be 
used to recognize safe perform ance ( ra th e r  than unsafe 
perform ance).
(3) Be self-m otivating (if possible).
(4) Be motivating to the employee.
As a resu lt of these c rite ria , a num ber of broad safety  program 
elements were recommended for in troduction in to  the  company's system .
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Among the broad variety  of safety elements p resen tly  in place or being 
planned are:
(1) Safety Center - Development of a physical facility equipped 
with multi-media capability as a single purpose, high profile 
safety tra in ing  and information cen ter.
(2) Safety Manual -  Production of a comprehensive safety 
tra in ing  manual to be d istribu ted  to all operating employees. 
This manual would be in two sections: one section to be
d istribu ted  at the time of initial safety orientation, and the 
second section (one to be w ritten for each plant) d istribu ted  
at the time on-the-job tra in ing  is undertaken .
(3) Profile Safety Supervisors -  Safety superv isors to be 
outfitted  (uniform and hard  hat) in  o rder to be more readily 
iden tified .
(4) Additional Tagging -  In addition to the existing "red  tag" 
program , "accident location" tags to be placed in all locations 
throughout each plant where an accident has happened in 
the p ast.
(5) Safety Training Media -  A fter careful identification of 
general accident causes and ty p es, accident prevention 
programs and needs of each of the p lan ts , specific tra in ing  
films and tapes to be produced as p a rt of the  operator 
orientation program , for use in the Safety C enter. Such 
tra in ing  media should also include a "Safety Policy" 
film /tape.
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(6) "Safe Days" Program - The "Safe Days" program is 
conceived as a rew ard for a period of safe operation and as 
punishment for unsafe perform ance. Each employee, from 
plant manager to plant operators, would receive time-off 
credit for safe perform ance. For example, one "safe day" 
will be awarded for each six ty  sh ifts  completed 
accident-free. (The formula for non-operating and 
management personnel would be d iffe ren t.)  An accident 
would resu lt in the loss of a "safe day ,"  and additionally, 
the requirem ent that the employee complete a predeterm ined 
number of hours "re train ing" in the Safety C enter. In the
case of a lost-tim e accident, every  member of the operating
shift would lose th e ir "safe day" for the period, and also be 
requ ired  to re tra in . (Peer group p ressu re  and 
"accountability" concepts are th u s  ad d ressed .)
"Safety Minutes" Project
While these general program s are necessary in the broad safety 
program , the researcher wished to test a project on the daily 
reinforcem ent of appropriate "safety" a ttitudes in the sections of the
work force in which accidents can be expected to occur. This particu lar
phase became the focus of the study .
In many safety program s, daily reinforcem ent is a function of 
signage (p o ste rs , tag s , e tc .)  which are passive in na tu re  and , as time 
goes b y , become less and less effective as they  meld with the general 
background. In designing a daily reinforcement concept for the 
company's safety  program , a number of im portant goals were established 
as supported  by  Grimaldi (1972):
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(1) The program should requ ire  "active" participation by  the 
subject group.
(2) Any program must operate in such a manner as to minimize 
the need for supervisory  control.
(3) The program must "speak" in the language of the ta rg e t 
group.
Objectives
The study  was designed to evaluate the  following general 
objectives from a program effectiveness perspective:
Image and Positioning: Determination of employee perceptions of
the new program and its  a ttrib u tes  in relation to the existing  
program s.
Copy T estin g : Evaluation of the  "Safety Minute" messages in
terms of clarity  and information value.
Media A ppropriations: Investigation of the penetration  levels
and degree of use of the television system .
Name, Logo and Symbol T esting : Measurement of the visib ility ,
memorability, a ttractiveness and connotations of the techniques 
used in the "Safety Minute" messages.
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Impact of C urren t Perceptions Regarding S afety : Ratings of the
in-place safety program and determination of the role of safety 
activities in  term s of the  general organization.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of th is  chap ter is to provide a review of the 
lite ra tu re  concerning industria l safety tra in ing  and the use of 
audio-visual aids in  safety tra in in g . L iterature reviewed included 
information on public aw areness of occupational safety , national sta tis tics 
concerning occupational in ju ries , the effect motivational factors have on 
safe perform ance, methods to increase safe behavior used by major 
companies, and general safety program crite ria .
Public Awareness of Occupational Safety
"Accidents are caused and they can be preven ted . A strong  
desire in the mind of the  employee to work safely must be developed." 
(35, p .56) This statem ent rep resen ts  a consensus of opinion indicated 
through  a review of industria l safety lite ra tu re . According to Frank 
Lancianese in his October 1980 Occupational Hazards artic le , "Survey 
Probes Risk in a Complex Society," "increased awareness of the risk s 
inheren t in the workplace have contributed heavily to society 's overall 
risk-consciousness and minimizing occupational r isk s  has become a major 
national challenge." Another indicator of the public 's awareness of 
occupational safety  is its  increased support of the Occupational Safety
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Occupational In jury  S tatistics
National s ta tis tics  dem onstrate the importance of and need for 
occupational safety program s. The Department of Labor's Bureau of 
Labor S tatistics (BLS) found that almost 60 percent of the w orkers with 
eye injuries were not wearing eye protection at the time of the accident 
th rough a survey  of 1,052 w orkers with eye in ju ries. (51, p . 41) Failure 
to wear protective equipment was again a major factor in  workplace 
accidents in the  Work In jury  Report program (WIR), a BLS project 
launched in late 1977 in response to OSHA's request for more detailed 
information of workplace accidents, in the ir study  of 774 face in juries. 
Only nine w orkers were wearing face protection at the time of th e ir 
accident. (51, p .41) A WIR survey  of 1,033 head injuries showed that 
eighty percent of the in jured w orkers were not wearing head protection 
when the accident occurred . (51, p . 41) The executive d irector of the 
Industria l Safety Equipment Association (ISEA), Frank Wilcher, 
commenting on the WIR study  to an Occupational Hazards rep o rte r  said, 
"The WIR rep o rts  on eye, head and face in juries confirmed the fact that 
personal protective equipm ent, when used , is effective. Most of the 
w orkers who suffered in juries were not wearing personal protective 
equipment at the time of th e ir  accident. The study  points up the 
importance of matching personal protection to job hazards and of tra in ing  
w orkers in the  use and maintenance of i t ."  (51, p . 24) In o ther words, 
the use of protective equipment is d irectly  related  to safe performance 
and th ere  is  a need to convenience workers th rough  safety tra in ing  and 
awareness program s th a t it is of utmost importance to wear appropriate 
protective equipment as well as to perform safely.
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Job Motivation and Satisfaction
Job motivation re fe rs  to those motivational variables which 
influence work or play activ ity . (8, p . 5) Many "theories" of work 
behavior have been more philosophical than scientific. These have 
involved assumptions about the natu re  of mankind such as 
rational-economic man, social man, self-actualized man, and complex man. 
Whether o r not co rrec t, such views have been influential.
MacGregor distinguished what he simply called Theory X and 
Theory Y two different views of w orkers. The former (and more 
traditional) assumes that w orkers dislike work and have to be coerced in 
some fashion to do it .  The la tte r  (or modern) view emphasizes that 
w orkers want self satisfaction with work, responsibility , autonomy, and 
the like. (8, p .39) H erzberg 's tw o-factor theory  distinguished positive 
and negative aspects of the job. The former were such th ings as 
recognition responsibility  (called sa tisfiers) and were said to be 
motivated. The la tte r  were such th ings as poor working conditions 
(called dissatisfiers) and th e ir removal was said to be fairly hygienic and 
not motivated. According to H erzberg, people would only work h arder 
for motivating, not hygienic, m easures. He also included such th ings as 
salary and wages with hygiene, however, and th ere  has not been much 
support for his theory .
Maslow's need-hierachy theory distinguishes physiological, 
safe ty , belongingness, self esteem, and self-actualization needs. The 
la tte r  become relative more im portant when the former have been 
satisfied . A too-little h ierachy, combining the  f irs t th ree  into one group 
and the last two into ano ther, seems to fit the available data. 
(18, p . 123)
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Expectancy theories are much like achievement theories 
emphasizing w orker's perceptions of the probabilities and values of 
successfully completing some job. A category of th ese , called 
instrum entality  theories, emphasizes the importance of a w orker's 
perception th a t a given behavior will be instrum ental in obtaining desired 
goals. (20, p . 18) Equity theory emphasizes w orkers' desire to get 
similar resu lts  with no work as o ther individuals doing similar work 
obtain. D epartures from such equity produce tension, which workers 
may try  to reduce in various ways (such as working less hard  or try in g  
to get more money). (20, p . 75)
G oal-setting is a behavior theory  approach which emphasizes 
se tting  clear and reasonable goals, and giving feedback on w hether these 
are being achieved. (29, p . 8) Locke has proposed th a t hard  goals lead 
to h igher performance than easier goals and th a t specific goals produce 
b e tte r  perform ance than vague ones. (37, p . 157) Management by 
objective (MBO) is a broad organizational approach to goal-setting . 
(3, p .89)
Job satisfaction re fe rs  to w orkers' a ttitudes toward the job. An 
attitude is emotional response, positive o r negative. Jobs have many 
d iverse fea tu res , and it is the balance of positive and negative features 
which is usually m easured. Job satisfaction is commonly measured by 
s tandard  attitude measurement techniques. These include use of 
T hurstone scales, Likert scales, the  semantic differential and very  
specific scales such as the job description index. (37, p . 188)
Job satisfaction is only p artly  related to job p er activ ity . 
Lawler and Porter propose that performance which leads to rew ards 
produces satisfaction, as well as to the  expectation th a t fu tu re
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performance will lead to rew ards. (8 , p . 47) Job satisfaction is clearly 
related  to absenteeism , worker tu rnover and unionization as well as to 
occupational level, gender, race and age. Theories accounting for 
differences in  job satisfaction include:
(1) Comparison process
(2) Instrum entality  theory
(3) Social influence
(4) Equity theory
(5) H erzberg 's tw o-factor theory  (12, p . 290)
Job satisfaction may be increased by increasing  employees' 
expectations th a t they can get want they want by working, o r by 
increasing  the value of what they can get. Increased job satisfaction 
also involves aligning w orkers to feel personally responsible for a 
meaningful p a rt of th e ir  work, sense of ow nership. (12, p . 301)
Cognitive Consistencies
Given the work environment under which plant operators 
function, the critical component of p ro -safe ty  behaviors rela tes to the 
manner in which w orkers cope and deal with th e ir  environment. 
(14, p .557) Coping re fe rs  to any way an individual may voluntarily t ry  
to control s tre ss  or anxiety . How th reaten ing  a situation is  largely 
depends upon perceptions and appraisals of the  situation , a cognitive 
evaluation. Lazarus has shown semantic differences in  such perceptions 
relating  to personalities. (14, p . 560)
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An individual may cope with a situation by d irect action to avoid 
a th reaten ing  situation or may cope a fte r a th reaten ing  situation has 
occurred to obtain symptomatic relief (palliation). (14, p .561)
Thompson distinguishes four types of control which can affect 
how adversely  an event is perceived: behavioral, cognitive, informational 
and retrospective  control. The common element of these is the meaning 
a person a ttrib u tes  to a s tressfu l situation, such as being endurable or 
leading to a fu tu re  desirable re su lt. Individuals may also try  to control, 
by  e ither changing the world (prim ary control) or by adapting 
themselves to circum stances (secondary contro l). Secondary control 
includes predictive illusory, vicarious and in terp re tive  control. 
(19, p . 112)
S triv ing for cognitive consistency (a congruity of ideas in 
action) is postulated in many theories. Perceived inconsistencies are 
said to be adversive and people do th ings to reduce inconsistency, akin 
to drive and drive reduction. (12, p . 311) H eider's balance of theory  
concerns the consistency of relationships between different people, a 
social percep tion . For example, if  A likes B , and B likes C , bu t A 
strongly  dislikes C, there  is an imbalance for A. Balance theory is 
particu larly  concerned with a ttitude change as a mean of resto ring  
balance. (12, p . 341)
Cognitive dissonance is said to occur when the same individual 
holds contradictory  beliefs o r acts in contradiction to his or h er beliefs. 
Dissonance is said to be adversive and dissonance reduction is 
rew arding. Dissonance reduction may reduce the  adversiveness of 
th reaten ing  situations. (9, p . 57)
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The major alternative explanation for the dissonance theory  has 
been Bern’s self perception (a ttribu tion ) th eo ry . This says th a t people 
in fer th e ir  own a ttitu d es  the  same way they  in fe r the a ttitu d es of o ther 
people: they observe th e ir own behavior. A person "seeing" himself
write an essay against his own beliefs may in fer th a t the opposite view 
is not really so bad and change his a ttitu d e . (12, p . 290)
Achievement Motivation
The need for achievement (nACH) is defined as a desire or 
tendency to "overcome obstacles, to exercise power, to s triv e  to do 
something difficult as well as quickly as possible;" nACH is commonly 
in fe rred  from "achievement themes" stories told by  individuals. David 
McClelland argued  that nACH develops out of previously rew arded 
achievement behavior and the positive effect associated with achievement. 
McClelland related  th is  to the  achievement levels of en tire  cu ltu re s . 
(1, P .67)
Subsequent additions to the achievement theory  have been 
external goals, fu tu re  goals, and fu tu re  goals with many in terven ing  
subgoals (called p a th s) . Atkinson and Birch have also developed a more 
comprehensive "general dynamic theory  of action ." A female motive to 
avoid success is also postulated  and personality  and behavioral 
differences found for women high and low in th is  motive. (1, p . 120)
Problems for achievement theory  in  research  concern the 
reliability of re su lts  obtained w hether nACH has one o r many dimensions, 
and w hether nACH is actually a motivational variable. (1, p . 126) 
A ttribution theory  is  concerned with the  causes people give for th e ir  
own o r o thers  behavior and the effects of these a ttrib u te s  on behavior. 
A ttribution can be viewed as the individual learning about correlations
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between antecedent and consequent events o r between behaviors and 
subsequent even ts. If th is  knowledge is used to anticipate a fu ture
event, it is expectancy; if  it is used to explain an even t, it is  an
attribu tion . (13, p . 193)
Focus of control research  concerns the effects of believing that 
one controls one 's own behavior (in ternal) without outside forces 
controlling (ex te rn a l). (91, p . 160) R otter’s inte??nal/external scale is a 
common measuring device. People with high expectancy of success are 
more in te rn a l, having h igher nACH achieve more and have a h igher 
perceived freedom. If perceived freedom is th rea ten ed , individuals may 
show reticence or reactance by working h ard er to regain control or may 
"give up" (learned help lessness). Which of these may occur depends on 
the amount of th rea t and the importance of the th rea t to the person. (1,
p . 66)
B andura 's theory  of self-efficacy says th a t people who believe 
that th e ir  behavior will be more effective also perform more effectively. 
There are several ways of enhancing self-efficacy, personal
accomplishment being the  most im portant. Individuals vary  in th e ir  
desire to control. People with high desire for control are more strongly 
affected by perceived loss of control than are people with low desire for 
control. (11, p . 196)
Weiner's attribu tion  theory  has emphasized four major
attribu tions for success and failure: ability , task  difficulty , effort and
luck. He has shown a varie ty  of situations u nder which the importance 
attached to each of these v aries , as well as indicating a variety  of o ther 
a ttribu tions which may be im portant. (21, p .47)
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Several problems for a ttribu tion  theory  are related to the 
question of the  amount of rational/logical thinking which seems to be 
acquired by people. A ttributions are often not as rational as the  theory 
seems to req u ire . (21, p . 343)
Social power may be defined as the ability of one person to 
produce some intended effect on the behaviors or emotions of another 
person . (21, p . 347) Power is often measured in terms of power themes 
and stories told by individuals. There may be fear of power as well as 
hope of power. Differences in power motivations have been found for 
d ifferent occupational g roups, as well as for individuals in different 
k inds of power positions. (21, p . 10) Machiavellianism re fe rs  to 
personality changes of successful manipulators of o ther people: little
affect in in terpersonal re la tions, little  concern with conventional 
morality, s trong  reality  orientation, and low idealogical commitment. 
Such individuals are particu larly  successful in u n s tru c tu red  situations, 
where there  are no s tr ic t ru les to be followed. (21, p .3)
Training
Training is any organizational effort directed toward helping 
employees adapt to th e ir jobs. (3, p . 56) The underlying psychological 
process is learning; hence tra in ing  is the psychology of learning applied 
in an organizational context. Training programs may emphasize the 
acquisition of knowledge, skill, or a ttitudes; be directed toward newly 
hired  employees o r senior ones; o r teach specific school p rerequisite  to 
employee's p resen t job a s s ig n m e n t  or contemplated fu tu re  assignm ent. (3,
p . 62)
Distinction ordinarily  made between tra in ing  and education is  one 
of b read th . Whereas education addresses the  broad range of personal
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The talk should be short and snappy , and i t  should closely 
follow the visual images.
(3) Know the audience; th e ir demographics should determine how 
the message is p itched. Are the workers predominantly male 
o r female; young or old? What minority groups are included 
in the  workforce? What is th e ir general level of education?
(4) Supplement the  program with handouts. Written materials 
aid retention.
(5) Add an element of entertainm ent. Avoid posting facts and 
figures on the screen . Color, g raphics, illu stra tions, 
perhaps some background music will spark  attention.
(6) Don't kill the slides (or frame) with too much information. 
For projected material follow a rule of thumb of time lines 
per slide. In p reparing  slides (movies or video) experts  
advise the use of an experienced photographer to shoot the 
material. Good ligh ting , consistent exposure, and sharp  
focus of critical im portance.
Floyd, in his artic le , "Designing In teractive Video Program s," 
proposes that in teractive  video programming is today 's challenge, using 
technology (hardw are and software) to ex tend cu rren t capabilities, 
ra th e r than just improving tra in ing  program s, and to positively impact 
organizations. (30, p . 77) He explains in  his article that in teractive 
video programming "combines many of the advantages of a num ber of 
d ifferent types of instruction  with few of the compromises." One 
example he provides is  th a t "using  a computer with a video recorder 
provides the flexibility and accessibility of a book, with the impact of
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watching the  discussion methods - especially hazardous when 
communication skills are being modeled. (25, p . 31)
Daniels suggests  that the rule is: "Don't show anything
nonessential to the  demonstration of the ta rg e t behavior. Don't let 
anything d istrac t the  eye or mind. In a good model, the ta rge t 
behaviors always have a generic quality . Like o ther a r t ,  a good video 
model is universal; i t  is simultaneously precise and a b s trac t."  (25, p . 32) 
In o rd er to avoid the  hazards of making video models, he recommends 
usage of scrip ted  models, professional actors and ac tresses , professional 
d irec to rs , and broadcast quality studios. Daniels goes on to write that 
"taking all d irect and ind irect costs of tra in ing  into consideration, six 
minutes of video modeling usually pays for itse lf  in the firs t half-day 
session with any twelve superv iso rs . Trainee time is the highest 
tra in ing  cost, and video modeling is the way to use th a t time 
efficiently!" (25, p . 33) He provided the  video model evaluation checklist 
shown to use as a guideline for evaluating video models.
According to Occupational Hazards (December 1981), "Preparing 
the P resen tation ," some o ther c rite ria  to consider when planning an 
audio-visual presentation  are:
(1) Make every  w ord, every image count. An individual's 
attention span reached twenty m inutes, maximum. Pare the 
program 's content down to 12-18 minutes.
(2) Plan the production. O ff-the-cuff speeches lack transition  
from one idea to the  next and ultimately lose the audience.
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(1) Believing a good video model will be sufficient to tran sfe r
targe ted  skills. It won’t work if  the re s t of the tra in ing
design doesn 't allow for practice.
(2) The technical elements in the video model are below
broadcast quality s tan d ard s . Such models can work, bu t in
America, video consumers are hooked on broadcast quality 
and are disdainful of poor video images. Without good 
broadcast quality , the tra inees may discount the "master 
perform er." A nything that d e trac ts  from the credibility of 
the m aster perform er will make tra inees re luctan t to learn .
(3) The video model shows the essential and "magical" behaviors 
of the  m aster perform er. Be careful! Make sure  the m aster 
perform er po rtray s  a model worth imitation. If tra inees are 
p repared  with good perception tra in ing  for viewing the  video 
model, and if  they see the video model twice, the image 
"programs" a literal imitation. Be careful with what is 
shown; make the model "p u re ."
(4) Make a video model with d istractions. The a r t of video 
modeling is essentially the a r t of creating  a clear focus on 
the ta rg e t behaviours. The most obvious and unforgivable 
distractions include: (a) familiar se ttin g s , tra inees expend 
unnecessary  energy try in g  to place where and when the 
video model was made; (b) familiar people, tra inees expend 
unnecessary  energy recalling event when the person acted 
differently ; (c) familiar subject m atter, tra inees expend 
unnecessary  energy evaluating discussion content instead of
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Beaming program s from a TV set o r screen will not only 
help ensure  your audience is learning the material in a 
sh o rte r amount of time, b u t also offers o ther benefits. A 
movie, slide program or videotape provides uniformity -  the 
same message is p resen ted  the  same way each time. New 
compact system s are easy to tran sp o rt and set up in 
tra in ing  rooms throughout an industria l facility. And since 
a tra in ing  program  is produced , it can be used over and 
over again with periodic updates. (43, p . 48)
James Lahey of National Safety News points out th a t in-p lant 
production of video has some "advantages over movie production, mainly 
its  instan taneous fea tu re , and some disadvantages, mainly cost."  
(32, p .46) Lahey w arns th a t th e re  are some o ther disadvantages to 
television and o ther projected tra in ing  approaches such as:
(1) certa in  conditions are needed for a presentation  ( i .e . ,  a 
darkened room, electrical ou tle ts , e tc .)  which can lead to 
the undesirable practice of tailoring the safety  tra in ing  
program  to the ex isting  tra in in g  se t-up  ra th e r  than to the 
needs of the safety mission;
(2) difficulty of the tra in e r  getting  personally involved in the 
presentation  and cap tu ring  and keeping audience in te re s t; 
and
(3) in projected p resen tations the  investm ent in time and money 
is likely to be much la rg er than  in non-pro jected ; tra in ing  
approaches. (32, p . 42)
William R. Daniels warns of various hazards the safety  tra in e r 
may encounter with video model-making. Some of the hazards he 
mentions are:
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many Americans, it is accepted as a p a rt of life, and , by 
some, the only way of receiving information and 
entertainm ent. (32, p p .45,46)
For example, younger w orkers have more favorable a ttitudes 
toward audio-visual in stru c tio n , and a re , therefo re , more open to th is 
type of safety tra in ing  according to Perry  Guedry in his 1972 Doctoral 
D issertation, "A Study of Factors Related to the Use of Instructional 
Media by Classroom Teachers in  Selected Louisiana P arishes."  In 
G uedry 's d isserta tion , he quoted Ramsey (1971) as sta ting :
The contem porary child , regard less of his socioeconomic 
conditioning is d istinctly  d ifferent in  many ways from his 
p a ren ts  and earlie r generations of elem entary school 
s tu d e n ts . . .  (He) has been reared  in a multi-media world. 
He tends to be highly sensitive to audio stimuli, probably 
cs a re su lt of the ubiquitous radio, the record  p layer, and 
the tape reco rder. He always seems to be ’wired for 
so u n d .1 As well, the  child or contemporary cu ltu re  is quite 
responsive to visual (and projected) stimulus material. 
F requent exposure to posters and pop/op a r t ,  light shows, 
television, and films has produced a kind of visual literacy 
unknown to earlier generations. (56, p . 34)
Guedry concluded th a t, " to d a y s  child, the child of the  1970’s . . .  
relates to the impersonal media - b e tte r , p e rh ap s, than  to p rin t media 
and verbal information sources."  (56, p . 34) The "children of the 
1970’s" are now the young adults that are  en tering  the workforce of the 
1980’s . It is logical, therefo re , to conclude th a t audio-visual tra in ing  
would be an effective means, perhaps the most effective means, to create 
safety awareness among younger w orkers.
Occupational Hazards reported  th a t "a tra in ing  consultant with a 
large midwest audio-visual production house," told them, "audiences 
learn more quickly and remember what they  learn from AV program s." 
(43, p .48) Occupational Hazards concludes from its  interview  tha t:
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Although his safety off the job may sound like 'none j f  the 
company's b u s in ess ,1 what happens to him off the job is 
very  important to the company. In fact, the national total 
of off-the-job lost-time in juries fa r su rpasses the at-w ork 
lost-time in ju ries. (15, p . 87)
Audio-Visual Aids. Audio-visual aids include opaque projectors, 
overhead pro jecto rs, film and slide pro jectors, tape reco rders , record 
p layers, and television/ videotape. A review of the use of audio-visual 
aids in safety tra in ing  points out the  increasing  importance placed on a 
safety program 's professional production, entertainm ent and variety
suggesting  th a t innovativeness and novelty have an im portant role in
safety program development. Audio-visual aids, specifically, television 
and videotape, have emerged as prim ary tools to achieve these ends.
As discussed earlie r, behavior motivation is extremely important 
to successful safety  tra in ing . William R. Daniels, in his December 1981 
artic le , "How to Make and Evaluate Video Models," in the Training and 
Development Jo u rn a l, recommends television as a good tool for "refining 
the behavior modeling method of tra in ing  since: (a) video technology
allows us to capture o r create precise demonstrations of m aster
perform ances; (b) replaying the performance simplifies comprehension 
and reinforcem ent, and accommodates variable ra tes  of learning; (c) 
allows for simplified d istribution  of models and assu res  continuity in
tra in ing  with large and widely dispersed  ta rg e t populations; and (d) 
television keeps getting  b e tte r  and less expensive." (25, p . 31)
According to James Lahey, Associate Editor for National Safety
News,
the  most strik ing  characteristic  of the television medium is 
its  immediacy. With the  advent of videotape, the  recording 
of events and in stan t review, o r d istribu tion , of the record 
was allowed. Since the television set dominates the  lives of
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program , the  safety plan consisted of a comprehensive program involving 
the safety orientation of new personnel, one-on-one safety conferences, 
an efficient accident repo rting  system and an award and incentive 
program offering tangible awards and recognition to employees with 
outstanding  safety records. Their program to involve family members of 
th e ir  employees, "Safety is a Life Saver," was selected as the approach
to reduce the number and frequency of lost-time accidents since
"people's prim ary loyalties are to th e ir families, not their
com panies.. .families have an even g rea te r stake in on-the-job safety of 
th e ir loved one than even his or her company, both emotionally and 
financially. . .  and a rem inder to work safely from family members has 
g rea te r personal impact than  an appeal from company managers or 
co-w orkers." (52, p . 58) Though a study by R. Simonds and Y. 
Shafai-Sahrai (cited earlier in this review of safety  tra in ing  lite ra tu re) 
s ta ted  th a t effo rts  to promote safety through w orkers' families were not 
among those factors related  to in ju ry  frequency , Airco's program paid 
off handsomely. They had twelve fewer lost-time accidents, each
averaging a $10,000 savings (average cost of lost-time accidents at 
A irco), "total re tu rn  on the  investm ent in the  family program is at the 
ra te  of more than $100,000 p er y e a r ."  (52, p . 59) Another beneficial 
resu lt of th e ir  program was that employees reported  a significant 
dow nturn in accidents at home with th e ir families more aware of the 
benefits of "th inking safety" at all times. (52, p . 59) George and Helen 
Matwes, Loss Control: A Safety Guidebook for T rades and Services
(1973), show the significance cf th is kind of re su lt th rough their 
s tatem ent:
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employees may be lectured on safe ty , shown excellent safety 
films, attend safety conferences, and be supplied with the 
best safety  booklets available, yet they fail to apply these 
safety  messages to the actual work situation. Obviously, 
there  are weaknesses in these so-called mass educational 
methods. Such education, which, of necessity , must be of 
a general na tu re , leaves in terp re ta tion  and application of 
specific items up to the individual. U nfortunately, the 
necessary  tra n sfe r from the general to the  specific does not 
occur. Hence, there  is a great need for personalized 
safety tra in ing  which perm its the  conversion of safety 
generalities into specific safe p ractices tha t apply to a 
specific job and to the individual doing the job. Teaching 
employees to work safely on a personalized basis leads to 
improved production performance and fewer accidents. 
(7, p . 62)
Safety meetings are one way to allow worker participation in the 
safety program . Most successful program s profiled in safety tra in ing  
lite ra tu re  include safety meetings as an im portant, if  not essential, 
component of th e ir  safety program s. Yet, Richard Reilly, d irector of 
safety and health for Alcan Aluminum rem arks,
If you ask a blue collar worker what he th inks about safety 
m eetings, on the balance, you won’t get a very  positive 
response. In terms of safety tra in in g , the safety meeting 
has a bad reputation. There are superv isors who do an 
excellent job of tra in ing  in th e ir m eetings, b u t unfortunately  
in  my experience with a number of d ifferent in d u strie s , such 
superv isors are in the  minority. (45, p p .45,46)
Reilly said tha t common excuses given by superv isors are: ’’too
busy  to p rep a re , not enough resource material o r equipm ent, or just
plain lack of know-how." (45, p . 46) He suggests  four ingred ien ts for 
an effective safety meeting -  "relevancy, p reparation , audience 
participation, and audiovisual a id s."  (45, p . 46)
Airco Industria l Gases designed th e ir  industria l safety program
to focus attention not only on the workplace, b u t on family involvement
in  employee safe ty , as well. P rior to implementation of the  new
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management and employees in the  safety program , Law C o ., Inc. 
increased the company’s probability for safe perform ance, th u s  reducing 
its  in ju ry  incidence ra te .
At a conference for the superv isory  personnel of J & L 
Engineering Company of Jeanere tte , Louisiana conducted by Teche Area 
Vocational- Technical School in New Iberia, Louisiana, it was determined 
that ’’for lasting  re su lts , you need a program that not only gets 
cooperation at the s ta r t ,  bu t has bu ilt-in  devices for continuing and 
increasing employees’ in te re s t."  (55, p . 14) It was also concluded that 
there  are two main ways to keep people in terested : f ir s t ,  reminding
them; and second, getting  them involved. The conference partic ipan ts 
concluded that "participation is the key to success of a safety program 
because participation builds responsibility since everyone is basically 
in te rested  in his own safety  and suggests th a t if  a w orker is in on the
plan from the beginning, he will have a sense of responsibility  for i t ."
(55, p . 14)
Russell DeReamer, General Electric Company Consultant for 
personnel p ractices, recommends th a t safety tra in ing  success is the 
resu lt of an effective job being done inall areas -  "the development of 
safe working conditions, the enforcement of safety  ru le s , the  promotion 
of employee safety participation, and the personalized safety tra in in g ."  
(7, p .63) According to DeReamer:
Industria l safety tra in ing  is  often thought of in terms of 
m eetings, p o ste rs , safety booklets, films, special classroom 
sessions, and some safety contacts by safety specialists and 
superv iso rs. The in ten t of these various tra in ing
techniques is to develop safety  aw areness. It presum ed 
that by  exposure to these various tra in ing  techniques 
employees will learn to sense the  existence of unsafe 
practices and unsafe conditions and will avoid them
voluntarily . However, carefully conducted te s ts  reveal th a t
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Colfor, In c .’s steel forging plant in Malvern, Ohio. They a ttrib u te  a 
dramatic drop in th e ir  in ju ry  incidence rate  -  47.1 (almost double the 
28.7 ra te  estimated by the Bureau of Labor S tatistics as the  average for 
the  forging in d u stry  in the same year) to 15.2 over a th re e -y ea r period 
-  to increased  safety awareness among th e ir workers a fte r  implementing a 
safety program , engineering controls, and enforcement policies conducted 
on a regu lar basis th a t encourage employee participation. (33, p p .75,77) 
Robert Nappi, Colfor's personnel d irec to r, s ta led  th a t "when workers 
feel they have some control over th e ir  working environm ent, they are 
more likely to keep safety  in  mind as they approach th e ir jobs each 
day ."  (33, p . 77)
Law Company In c .,  a construction firm headquartered  in Wichita, 
K ansas, is another company which involved workers in th e ir safety 
program . The company’s program , similar to that of most o ther firms 
reviewed in the lite ra tu re , consisted of: safety orientation for all new
employees on th e ir  f irs t day on the job; a safety tra in ing  manual; 
providing w orkers with a full line of protective clothing and equipment; 
weekly safety  meetings involving the  w orkers; and an employee safety 
award program  recognizing employees for working without a lost-time 
accident. They set a goal of reducing in juries by 25 percen t for 1980 
and not only met b u t su rpassed  it -  by the end of 1980 total accidents 
had been reduced by  29 percen t and lost-time accidents by 54 percen t. 
The program  was recognized in February  1981, when Law received an 
award from the Associated General C ontractors of K ansas, Inc. (AGC) 
for the  best safety record  in the s ta te  for companies working 350,000 to 
500,000 manhours in  1980. (48, p . 158) By increasing  safety  aw areness, 
focusing on the importance of safe perform ance, and involving both
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Safety tra in ing  lite ra tu re  reviewed revealed how many companies 
have used  awards and incentives in th e ir safety program s. Each company 
offered many creative ideas for awards and incentives and they all seem 
to reach a concensus on two points -  incentives can be overused and 
they must be only one facet of an effective safety program . A. P. 
Jackson, manager of safety and loss prevention for Olin B rass Fabricated 
Products in East Alton, Illinois, sums it up well -  "if it gets to the point 
where workers feel as if  they are being rew arded to perform th e ir jobs 
safely, and th is  factor alone motivates them, i t 's  time to redesign the 
incentive program . Incentives should be bu t one element in  a total 
program ." (34, p . 48) Some o ther companies successfully using  awards 
and incentives included: Hobbs Potash Facility, Ker McGee (KM)
Chemical Corporation; Southern Pacific Transportation Company, Bell 
Fibre P roducts C orp .; Hobbs, New Mexico; K raft; Midas International 
C orp .; Rene-Poulenc, In c .; and Katalco C o rp ., an affiliate of Nalco 
Chemical Company. Basically, the award and incentive program s used 
successfully consisted of "setting  goals; devising formats with 
easy -to -understand  fair ru les; offering awards tailored to the ta s te s  and 
lifestyles of the w orkers; effectively publicizing the s ta r t ,  p rog ress  and 
successful finish of the program ; and measuring its  effect on the overall 
safety program ." (41, p .45)
Employee Participation. Another motivational technique commonly 
used in safety  tra in ing  is to involve w orkers in all phases of the safety 
program from conception to evaluation, in  some cases including even the 
w orkers' families.
Implementing safety program s th a t encourage employee 
participation has been proven to reduce in ju ry  incidence ra tes  for
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incentives (g if ts , cash , outings, e tc .)  compared in savings in workers' 
compensation, medical care , and other in ju ry -re la ted  c o s ts .” (23, p . 35)
Jess Larsen, mine manager of the KM Coal C o rp ., Clovis Point 
Mine, G illette, Wyoming in summing up his incentive program stated  that 
"Safety can be come repetitive and routine. So we try  th rough  various 
tactics to freshen  the safety  message; incentives are a positive way to 
go about i t ."  (41, p . 38) Their objectives for such tactics were to 
recognize safety  achievement, offer tangible rew ards, and encourage 
team safety efforts  by exerting  peer p ressu re .
Since 1976, Airco Industria l Gases, located in Murray Hill, New 
Jersey , has reduced employee lost-time accidents by more than fifty 
percen t. They s tre ss  th a t awards should be p resen ted  in a way that 
will make them most meaningful to the recip ien ts. According to Airco, 
"it is more im portant to the employee to receive a recognition award from 
his immediate boss than from an executive whom he sees only a few times 
a y e a r ."  (31, p . 35)
Kenneth H. Klein, Vice p residen t and general manager of the 
Recognition Products Group, Balfour, A ttleboro, M assachusetts, also 
believes tha t the manner in which the award is p resen ted  is more 
im portant than the item itse lf.
Companies that believe that cash awards are the  only 
meaningful safety incentives may be missing the point. They 
justify  th is  approach by pointing out th a t money is all an 
employee w ants. But th a t is not really so. Balfour's 
research  has indicated th a t recognition, by an employer and 
by p ee rs , is more im portant. Tangible aw ards, when 
correctly  selected, provide a symbol of achievement, 
something th a t can be seen by  o th e rs . That is a key to 
successful incentive/recognition program s -  making safety a 
"group" activ ity , and using  peer p re ssu re  to reinforce safe 
work hab its . (31, p . 34)
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(1) Efforts to promote safety th rough w orkers' families
(2) Quality and quantity  of safety ru les. (16, p . 23)
Most safety tra in ing  lite ra tu re  emphasizes the importance of 
understand ing  behavior motivation as it relates to safe performance as a 
key to forming an effective safety program . This is  clearly shown 
through the  methods companies are  using  to create safety awareness 
among th e ir employees. The following sections describe many of the 
methods successfully used by companies to create safety awareness and 
reduce in ju ry  incidence ra te s .
Methods to Increase Safe Behavior
Awards and Incen tives. A motivational technique commonly used 
in safety  tra in ing  and aw areness is the use of awards and incentives. 
Safe working conditions and appropriate safety equipment are not always 
enough to p reven t on-the-job in ju ries. Effective safety program s must 
develop and sustain  safety consciousness day in and day out. (14, p . 34) 
According to Edward Szmanski, safety director of Airco Industria l Gases, 
" it 's  not normal for people to 'th ink  safety ' at all times. Accidents 
resu lting  from a momentary lapse of attention to safety are commonplace. 
And th e ir  consequences may be severe , not only to the person, bu t to 
his o r h er family." (52, p .58)
Occupational Hazards magazine found th rough  a field check of 
safety  professionals who use awards and incentives a consensus of 
opinion th a t awards and incentives: "heighten employees' awareness of 
safety and give expanded visibility to the safety program ; are not 
su b stitu tes  for a com prehensive, well-managed program ; and provide a 
cost-effective element of the safety program in terms of money spent on
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Make it the  topic of a safety meeting. Invite th e ir  ideas and 
reactions to any solutions th a t are p ro p o sed .); (c) evaluate 
any changes on a cost-benefit basis; and (d ) discuss the 
change with the workers involved and get th e ir agreement 
and cooperation before making the change. (5, p p .275-277)
Research by R, Simonds and Y. Shafai-Sahrai in which they 
matched eleven pairs of firms selected so that the two members of each 
pair were in the same s ta te , same in d u s try , and of approximately the 
same size bu t with markedly different in ju ry  frequency ra te s , yielded 
the  following resu lts:
Factors found to be related to lower in ju ry  ra tes:
(1) Top management involvement in safety
(2) B etter in jury  recordkeeping systems
(3) Use of accident cost analysis
(4) Smaller spans of control at foreman level
(5) Recreational program s for employees
(6) Higher average length of employment with the company
(7) Longer average length of employment with the  company
(8) Higher percentage of married w orkers
(9) Roomy and clean shop environment
(10) More and b e tte r  safety devices on machinery
Factors found not related  to in ju ry  frequency:
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operational procedure for identify ing  and rew arding safe 
p rac tices .
(2) Whenever possible, increase the overall satisfactions yielded 
by the job in o rder to increase the amount of energy and 
attention given to the job as compared to non-job activ ities.
(3) Analyze the balance of rew ards and punishm ents associated 
with safe and unsafe ac ts , as they are seen by the  workers 
them selves.
(4) Analyze the job design and procedures for th e ir  contribution 
to undesired  behavior by  rew arding unsafe acts and 
punishing safe ac ts . (For example, tak ing  shortcu ts  and not 
following safety ru les may enable a w orker to finish a job 
more quickly and be rew arded for his "efficiency,'' while 
another worker may not finish as quickly because he has 
taken the additional step to follow safety ru les established 
by management yet be reprim anded for not perform ing as 
"efficiently" as his co-w orker.)
(5) Reallocate some of the energies and attention paid to unsafe 
acts to safe behavior reinforcem ent.
(6) Reduce the rew ards and satisfactions th a t are  the  outcomes 
of unsafe acts.
(7) Eliminate the obstacles and punishm ents associated with safe 
acts: (a) determine the obstacles (time? effort? in terference
with production? personal o r group d issatisfactions?), 
discussion with the w orkers involved may help to identify  
them; (b) reduce th e  obstacles (use group participation 
techniques. Get ideas and suggestions from employees.
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w orker's level of motivation are "sense of achievement, recognition, 
enjoyment of the job, responsibility , and chance for grow th." (16, 
p p .88,89)
While H erzberg 's theory defines motivation and satisfaction as 
two separate variables upon which a safety program may be s tru c tu red , 
B ird and Loftus, Loss Control Management (1976), define satisfaction as 
a combination of the th ings Petersen relates to "motivation" and 
"satisfaction ." They propose th a t through  increased employee 
satisfaction, employees will be motivated to perform safely, thus 
decreasing unsafe ac ts . Their s tra tegy  is as follows:
(1) Increase the satisfaction associated with working safely:
(a) the  ratio  of time spent on recognition of p roper behavior 
should increase compared with disciplining employees for 
im proper behavior; (b) recognition of safe behavior should 
be separated  from discipline; (c) the ratio  of recorded 
recommendations to recorded reprim ands should increase; (d) 
safety observations and inspections should record an 
increasing  ratio  of safe to unsafe behavior; (3) tangible 
recognition and awards should be given for safe behavior; 
(f) p roper behavior should be rewarded by increased 
opportunities for job satisfaction, work group satisfaction, 
superv isor support and rew ards from the company; (g) 
increased emphasis on the personal gains of working safely;
(h) increased emphasis on the job gains of working safely;
(i) increased  individual and w ork-group participation in 
developing recommended safe procedures; and (j) develop an
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the  total elimination of all accidents in your p lan t, and this 
goal should never be compromised." (27, p . 38)
O ther key influences on employee a ttitu d es  and behavior 
(actions) are w hether the job is im portant and meaningful to the 
employee, the degree of employee involvement and participation in the 
im portant aspects of the job, and how much recognition is given for good 
perform ance. These insigh ts come from the th inking  of Frederick 
H erzberg, Chris A rgyris, Rensis, and o ther influential management 
th eo ris ts . (16, p .87)
A ttitudes toward safety tra in ing  play an im portant role in safety 
tra in ing  effectiveness. One example of the  effect a ttitudes have on 
safety tra in ing  is shown th rough  the findings of Middlesex Polytechnic in 
London from th e ir 1980 study  of 26 companies’ safety program s.
Managers believed tha t th e re  was a relationship between 
a ttitudes to safety  tra in ing  and the age of the employee. 
Older employees tended to be hostile to tra in ing  since it 
carried  a th rea t of change; the middle-aged were apathetic, 
since years of working without experiencing an accident had 
fostered the belief th a t th e ir  practices were without risk ; 
while younger employees were normally open to change and 
therefore had a cooperative attitude toward tra in in g ."
(23, p .42)
Petersen describes H erzberg 's "Motivation-Hygiene" theory which 
theorizes th a t if  the safety  program is s tru c tu red  on the  basis of the 
th ings th a t relate only to satisfaction, people will never be excited by 
it .  Yet, on the  o ther hand, if  the  safety  program is built around the 
th ings th a t motivate, it has a good chance for success. According to 
H erzberg 's theory : th ings th a t determine the  w orker's level of
satisfaction are "money, s ta tu s , relationships with the boss, company 
policies, work ru les , and working conditions;" th ings that determine the
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(2) allowing the group to set its  own goals in safety ;
(3) allowing the group to organize itse lf in  safety (let the group
select its  own "en fo rce rs ,11 inspecto rs, ta lk -g iv e rs , committee 
rep resen ta tives, departm ent monthly safety  d irec to r, e tc .) ;
(4) allowing the group to develop its  own symbols for itse lf and 
for safety nicknames and so on;
(5) setting  up competitions with rival departm ents in the safety 
reco rd , in inspection re su lts , and so on; and
(6) allowing departm ents, or g roups, some latitude in selecting
the ir own members, or at least allowing tra n sfe rr in g  to occur
where departm ent members do not seem to get along well. 
(16, p . 91)
According to National Safety News (1982), employee awareness 
and good housekeeping are the basis of successful safety program s at 
s is te r p lan ts of United Technologies1 Inmont Automotive Components 
Group located in Port Huron, Michigan. From a record of th irteen  
lost-tim e accidents during  1978, the two facilities operated for the  entire  
years  of 1979 and 1980, and through  November 1981, without a single 
such accident. (27, p . 36) Operations m anager, Leon R. Goolsby, sums 
up his approach to safety management in th e  following statem ent:
Safety, however, is in great p art a ’sta te  of mind1 involving 
psychological norms th a t must be changed before you can 
tru ly  have v ictory  over accidents. It is very  possible to 
operate safely in  relatively unsafe environm ents, and 
unsafely in relatively safe environm ents. To change a poor 
a ttitude toward safety within a plant in an effective way, 
you must s ta r t at the  top and you must reach the entire 
depth of your organization with the  ;same degree of 
in tensity  and enthusiasm th a t you had in  the beginning. As 
management, you must lead by  example, and you must 
become actively involved at all levels. Your goal should be
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individual s tep s , noting potential hazards, and describing correct 
procedures for carry ing  out the job safe ly .” (38, p . 80) Motivation is 
related to the w orker’s knowledge, beliefs, skills, job procedures, his 
relationships with o ther w orkers, supervision, the work environment, 
company policies, e tc . -  "it is an indicator of man's relation to the en tire 
system ." (5, p . 247) "Motivation as compared to ability constitutes the 
bulk of the  real determ inants of perform ance." (16, p .81) A chart 
showing behavioral factors affecting safety effectiveness follows.
At the employee level, the primary motivating influence is peer 
p re ssu re , o r p ressu re  from the informal group. (16, p .90) Dan 
P etersen , in his book, Analyzing Safety Perform ance, goes on to explain 
the informal group as it relates to employee safety behavior:
The group sets its  own safety s tandard , and lives by 'i ts ' 
s tan d ard s , regard less of what management's standards are . 
The group norms are the informal laws th a t govern the way 
the people that belong to a group should and should not 
behave. In safe ty , work group p ressu res  and group norms 
are perhaps the single most im portant determ inant of worker 
behavior. The group se ts  its  own safety ru les. The safety 
program must speak to the individual; it must also attem pt to 
understand  the g roup 's safety norms and to influence those 
group norms so that they are safety-oriented norms. The 
safety program must help to build strong  work groups with 
goals th a t coincide with management's safety goals. (16, 
p . 91)
According to P etersen , safety programs could utilize ways to 
build stro n g er work groups by:
(1) placing people in physical proximity. If workplaces do not 
automatically allow th is , b ring  them together periodically in 
meetings to allow them to participate as a group in decision 
making;
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There are two basic concepts in Hackman's theory  about the 
effectiveness of group by individual organizations: ambient stimuli and
discretionary stimuli. Ambient stimuli are those that are potentially 
available to all the  group members of a group and not to ou tsiders. 
D iscretionary stimuli are made available to individual group members at 
the wishes of o ther group members. Both ambient and discretionary 
stimuli can have informational and affective impact. (11, p . 77)
Hackman theorizes th a t most of the variation in individual work 
or behavior occurs as a resu lt of group influences of (1) the amount of 
effort an individual w orker concerts, (2) the procedures that a worker 
utilizes, (3) the  knowledge and skills of the worker and (4) the 
psychological arousal of the w orker. It theorizes th a t these four 
variables are influenced by the ambient and d iscretionary  stimuli p resen t 
in the work group. (11, p . 158) Obviously, these concerns have 
substan tia l relevance to the acceptance of tra in ing  program messages and 
form the theoretical background upon which more specific safety  tra in ing  
procedures can be evaluated. (11, pp,t>7,08)
Motivational Factors Affecting Safety Performance
The review of safety tra in ing  lite ra tu re  indicates the importance 
of study ing  behavior motivation in relation to safe perform ance. An 
employee's performance is  dependent upon two th ings -  his ability and 
his motivation. (16, p .81) One formula for the  human factors in safety 
is  as follows: "Safe Performance = Knowledge x Skills x Motivation x
Job P rocedures."  (5 , p . 247) The f irs t two elements, knowledge and 
skill, are general influenced by selection and tra in ing , while the la st, 
job p rocedures, can be improved by job safety  analysis. Job safety  
analysis is the "analysis of a particu la r job, breaking  it  down into its
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Irrespective of the particu lar s tra te g y , Gagne maintains that 
complex learning must build upon the p rio r acquisition of simpler 
subordinate skills . (10, p . 47)
Training s tra teg ies seek to capitalize upon the  principles of 
learning and of tra in in g . Campbell, et a l, have classified management 
tra in ing  s tra teg ies to th ree  categories: (1) simulation methods, (2) on
the job tra in in g , and (3) information presentation techniques. These 
th ree  categories serve to categorize all tra in ing  stra teg ies (including 
nonmanagerial) as well. (6, p . 19)
O perating with the concept of a tra in ing  program is the concept 
of group behavior in accepting the  tra in ing  goals and mandates 
particu larly  as expressed  by management. Formal work groups can be 
defined as legitimate subunits of the organization th a t have been created  
to help achieve organizational goals. The formal groups do not arise as 
a resu lt of delivery of design, ra th e r  they evolve naturally . (6 , p . 23)
The group norm is an agreement among the members of a group 
concerning how they  should behave. Most group members tend  to 
behave in  accordance with the norms th a t groups estab lish . The process 
of norm formulation and enforcement can be sub tle , so subtle th a t the 
individual is not even aware th a t his behavior is being modified. Group 
cohesion is the degree of a ttraction  of the members of a group in  terms 
of the s tren g th  of forces on the  individual group members to remain 
active in the group and res is t leaving. (4, p . 58) Factors influencing 
degree of cohesion p resen t in a work group include size, managerial 
p ressu re  and degree of dependence of the work group members on each 
o ther. (4, p . 35)
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growth and development, tra in ing  is more narrowly focused on acquiring 
specific ta sk -re la ted  skills. (3, p .69)
Hinrich has suggested  a system 's viewpoint as one way of 
th inking  about the many issues of tra in ing . From th is  perspective, the 
tra in ing  system is made up of th ree  in teractive levels or subsystem s:
(a) the  individual tra inee , (b) the tra in ing  departm ent responsible for 
inducting the  program and (c) the  organization within the tra in ing  
departm ent functions. To th is may be added a fourth  level: tha t is ,
the  societal context in which the organization is imbedded. (11, p . 842)
Principles of tra in ing  are useful for designing stra teg ies; 
principles of learning are helpful in guiding so the details of 
implementing stra teg ies  for individual tra inees. (11, p . 856) Gagne firs t 
called attention to the need for principles of tra in ing . He proposed the 
following two principles:
(1) Any human task  can be analyzed and distinctly  separate 
component tasks (or su b ta sk s ) .
(2) These task  components mediate final task  performance; 
whereas th e ir  presence ensures positive tra n sfe r  to overall 
final perform ance, " their absence reduces such tra n sfe r  to 
near zero ." (10, p . 192)
From these two g ivens, Gagne proposed that tra in ing  stra teg ies 
be designed by identifying the task  components of the final perform ance, 
building the program s to ensure the achievement of each subtask and 
arrang ing  the to tal program in sequence so that the acquisition of each 
component is facilitated by the components previously learned.
(10,  p . 21)
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motion and immediacy of video, as well as the feedback and 
documentation th a t we generally associate with live in stru c tio n ."  
(30, p . 73) He a sse rts  th a t "well-designed lessons can actually increase 
the feedback and flexibility of a lesson, while reducing  the  delivery cost 
to the field ." (30, p . 73)
Thomas also proposes an in teractive  approach to video ti.'aining. 
He calls his concept the "video-based tra in ing  package." (53, p .83) It 
incorporates all of the th eo ry , techniques and media into a combined 
method to tra in  people rap id ly , efficiently and economically according to 
Thomas. His program basically consists of a video-based package th a t is 
broken down into modules which are divided into sections with the 
following components:
(1) P re test (P R T ), an initial inventory  to determine what the 
learner can do an d /o r knows p rio r to the s ta r t of 
in struction ;
(2) Learning Leader's Guide (LLG), a detailed outline for the 
"expert" who will lead the learning;
(3) Video Content C arrie r (VCC), a fully visualized 
p resen ta tion / dem onstration of what the  learner is  supposed 
to do;
(4) Learner Manuals (LMN), a test/exercise /no tebook  keyed to 
the enabling objectives, and th erefo re , to the  VCC, w ritten 
in a visualized sty le similar to the  trad itional storyboard;
(5) Job Performance Aid (JPA ), a one-page visualized summary 
th a t lis ts  the steps of the ta sk s  keeping them to a diagram 
or flow -chart;
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(6) Post-Test (PST), an objective directed examination to 
provide the basis for learner feedback, package validation 
and political justification;
(7) Task Simulation (TSM), a computerized simulation of the task  
or job to be perform ed, or of the elements therein ; and
(8) Role Play Exercises (RPE), a realistic exercise designed for 
personal feedback. (53, p p .86,87)
The importance of an eclectic approach for incorporating 
audio-visuals into tra in ing  program s, ra th e r  than using them alone, is 
again s tre ssed  in Occupational Hazards September 1982 artic le , "Putting 
Together the Training Program ." The article sta ted  "audio-visuals and 
w ritten  materials should supplement tra in ing  sessions, bu t our 
respondents caution tha t no one film or slide program on safety or health 
hazards can thoroughly tra in  an employee or superv iso r."  (44, p .47) 
According to Occupational H azards,
audio-visual m anufacturers have made great s trides in 
adapting videotape equipment for company in-house 
production. Portable videocameras tra n sfe r  images to 
videotape, allowing the  p roducer to watch in stan t playbacks 
of his material. Some large corporations are using  videotape 
to reenact near-m iss accidents, job safety analyses, and 
o ther types of tra in ing  program s. (44, p . 48)
Safety tra in ing  lite ra tu re  highlighted a number of firms that are 
using television, videotape, and o ther audio-visual aids successfully in 
th e ir  safety  program s.
Richard Reilly, of Alcan Aluminum, believes in the use of 
audio-visual aids for safety tra in ing  effectiveness. According to Reilly,
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Workers are not just en tertained  by films or o ther special 
materials used , they are tra ined , and the  resu lt is safer, 
more productive work on the floor. D uring supervisor 
tra in ing  sessions in Alcan facilities, we s tre ss  drawing on 
past accidents as resource material for safety meetings. 
Accidents are happening around us all the time, and though 
the vast majority of them don’t produce an in ju ry , even 
these near-m isses provide an important effective tra in ing  tool 
for w orkers. (45, p .46)
Reilly considers audio-visual aids a tremendous tra in ing  tool for 
everyone, from top levels of management to the workers on the floor.
Reilly is not alone in his praise of audio-visual aids. Exxon’s 
Baton Rouge refinery  in Louisiana also successfully uses audio-visual 
aids in th e ir program . But Bruce Martin, head of safety and safe 
operations cautions, "Television is a powerful way to communicate a 
safety message to employees, bu t we don’t want to overuse the medium 
and lessen the  im pact." (42, p . 53) Their program , like Alcan’s utilizes 
the  "near-m iss." They tre a t the "near-m iss" as an actual accident and 
they file investigative repo rts  describing the incident and its  cause(s) 
with recommendations for corrective action to avoid a more serious 
recu rrence . Selected "near-m iss" incidents are dramatized on videotape 
for company-wide viewing. Many of the reenactm ents involve the 
w orker(s) actually involved in the near-m iss incident.
Old Ben Coal Company, a subsidiary of S tandard Oil Company of 
Ohio, makes extensive use of audio-visual aids -  videotape, films, and 
slides. They primarily show films depicting the  actual operation of 
equipment. Old Ben’s program has proved to be successful - they had 
th e ir safest operating year in 1980, achieving a lost workday incidence 
ra te  of 2.79 compared to the coal in d u s try 's  average of 8.44 and based 
on a MSHA report on major mining companies, they were the th ird  safest 
company operating  underground  mines. (38, p .79) D uring the firs t
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q u arte r  of 1981 (last available sta tis tics) they had continued to reduce 
th e ir in ju ry  incident ra te  to 1.40. (38, p . 79)
Mitchell W eingarten, SCM Corporation 's manager of safety and 
loss p reven tion , p resid ing  over a safety program covering 25,000 
employees in seventy  United States m anufacturing operations, also 
believes in the use of audio-visual aids for safety tra in ing  effectiveness. 
His major tra in ing  objective is to standard ize the format for all divisions. 
According to Weingarten:
When you have d ifferen t people p resen ting  different ideas, 
you get d ifferent re su lts . A tra in e r , without a set program 
to follow, tends to in se rt his own little editorials, and th is 
leaves the tra in ing  session open to  too many different 
in te rp re ta tio n s. S u re , we allow tra in in g  modifications to 
match local process requirem ents, bu t we know what 
tra in ing  methods work and w e're s triv ing  to standardize 
th a t methodology throughout the  company. The best way to 
do th is is  by  using  audio-visuals. (46, p . 44)
Weingarten calls h is audio-visual program s "train ing  modules" 
and has completed, along with his co-manager of health and industrial 
hygiene, modules outlining superv iso r safety  responsibilities, accident 
investigation techniques, fire  p ro tection /p reven tion , job safety 
in stru c tio n , hearing  conservation and health  monitoring. They were also 
p reparing  a module on hand safety at the time the article profiling their 
program was w ritten  (Septem ber 1982). (46, p .44) Weingarten makes 
one o ther observation: "In any type of safety  tra in ing , you must know 
your audience v ery  well. Don't talk  above them o r down to them. Hit 
them rig h t on ta rg e t ."  (46, p . 47)
Ford Motor Company also relies heavily on the use of 
audio-visual a ids, primarily videotape, in its  safety tra in ing  and 
education program s. Its  program  began with the  production of a
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videotape featuring  Donald E. P etersen , Ford 's p residen t, with a safety 
message to employees and rem arks on o ther aspects of the safety 
program prepared  by  Dale G ray, the corporate safety d irecto r. Copies 
of the finished tape went to all general division managers with a le tte r 
requesting  them to show it to all superv isors within the f irs t q u arte r of 
1981. According to Gray, "Of course, showing that film w asn't the sole 
cause of our improved 1981 safety reco rd , bu t I think it helped by 
catching the attention of our managerial people and effectively focusing 
it on sa fe ty ."  (45, p . 48) In G ray 's opinion, "th is type of taped message 
is an effective way to communicate to workers and all management levels 
top management's commitment to safety and health . Since the tape 's 
showing, we haven’t had a fatal accident in 1981. This is unusual, 
because we're a large company with 180,000 employees working in a 
num ber of potentially hazardous operations." (45, p . 47) Ford 's in jury  
incidence rate  has steadily decreased - from 6.78 in 1979, to 4.60 in 
1980 and to 3.72 in the f irs t q u a rte r  of 1981. (45, p p .47,48) Its  1980 
ra te  was fifty  percent b e tte r  than the  average in jury  incidence rate  of 
all general industries  within the  United S tates. (45, p . 48)
A review of safety tra in ing  lite ra tu re  points out the increasing 
usage of videotape as an audio-visual aid for safety tra in ing  
p ractitioners . The lite ra tu re  also shows how im portant audio-visual aids 
are to safety  tra in ing  program s -  not as the only element, bu t as one 
element to be coordinated with o ther tra in ing  techniques to create safety 
aw areness, and in tu rn , safe performance among industria l employees.
Safety by O bjectives. Safety by objectives (SBO) is one of the 
most effective approaches to safety  programming adopted by many 
organizations in  recent y ea rs . It is based on the old management by
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objective (MBO) approach in which managers devise specific objectives 
initially (re su lts , perform ance, or b o th ), and they and th e ir immediate 
superv iso r reach a mutual agreement on those objectives. 
(16, pp . 123,124) The chart below illu stra tes  the safety by  objectives 
system of management.
Swift and Company, a Chicago eased food m anufacturer and 
processor utilizes the SBO approach in  its  safety programming. 
According to Swift Loss Control Manager Tom Colvin,
In using  the  safety by  objectives system , we set realistic 
objectives which are attainable. It has allowed us to 
approach safety from a positive angle, to talk  about safety 
objectives instead  of negative th ings we might p reven t from 
happening. We can also relate b e tte r  to management when
we talk in term s of goals and specific work item s, ra th e r
than frequency num bers, which are sometimes regarded  as 
m ystifying, off-the-w all computations by production people.
The new system has allowed all of us  to b e tte r  plan and 
utilize the  time we devote to safety . (28, p . 62)
Swift's program consists of the following: (a) plant managers
set goals for them selves individually at the  beginning of each year based 
on seventy  safety  objectives to achieve fourteen program standards that
are set by the home office; (b) they then estimate how close to full
compliance (from zero to one hundred) they  will get on each of the 
fourteen program stan d ard s; (c) periodic checks are made to see where 
each manager stands in relation to the goals he set for himself; and (d) 
the  process s ta r ts  all over again for the next y ear. (28, p p .61,62)
The S t. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company also uses SBO 
with a theoretical base on these prim ary s teps: se tting  objectives,
fixing accountability, m easuring perform ance, and finally, re tu rn in g  to 
step one to s ta r t  all over again, safety D irector Guy Pollard explains 
the  company's approach:
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Everything you do, w hether you 're  in safety or anything 
else , should lead to the overall objectives of the 
corporation. . .  and an MBO system for safe ty , because it 
b rin g s  about goal-directed behavior, provides feedback and 
reinforcem ent, and leaves room for creativ ity  and 
imagination. We're beginning to in teg ra te  safety  into the 
four main areas of management; th a t is , planning, 
organizing, d irecting  and controlling. We w eren't able to do 
tha t b efo re ."  (28, p . 63)
General Safety Program C rite ria . Recommendations resu lting  
from a 1980 study  conducted by a multi- disciplinary research  group 
from Middlesex Polytechnic (London) to examine and assess the methods 
by  which management was attem pting to comply with S .2, the British 
Health and Safety at Work Act, include basic guidelines for safety 
tra in ing  program effectiveness. They are as follows:
(1) Generally develop safety  tra in ing  from policies which are 
derived from, and in teg ra ted  with, company objectives.
(2) Establish objectives for particu lar tra in ing  by conferring 
with relevant personnel before tra in ing  takes place and again 
a fte r its  completion to ensure  that objectives were fulfilled 
;and justified .
(3) Maximize the involvement of relevant managers both at the 
planning and implementation stages of safety tra in ing  by 
re-exam ining the  ways in which responsibilities are allocated.
(4) Investigate the ways in which members of safety committees 
might be more actively involved in safety  tra in ing .
(5) Use accident prevention  activities as a criterion when 
appraising  the perform ance of m anagers.
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(6) Consider the establishm ent of local safety tra in ing  groups to 
develop cooperation between organizations in the use of 
limited resources. (26, p .47)
P etersen , in his book Analyzing Safety Perform ance, also offers 
the following crite ria  to consider when planning a safety program:
(1) The program must be equipped for rapid change. Safety 
components must be more flexible. What works in one 
departm ent, or p lan t, will not necessarily be right for the 
nex t. What works th is  y ea r, similarly, probably will not 
work next y ear,
(2) The program must cope with size, d iversity , and 
technological change. Safety program s must be b e tte r  
packaged, more flexible and more adaptable to individual 
location use.
(3) Locations with diverse operations must be allowed to 
s tru c tu re  th e ir own program s. This does not mean th a t they 
should be ignored.
(4) Employees should be allowed to s tru c tu re  th e ir own 
program s.
(5) Safety program s should be s tru c tu red  to demonstrate that 
management's value system includes, as high prio rities, 
customer and employee safety .
(6) Major decisions on safety ru les , safety  program components 
and motivational approached should be decided by employees.
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(7) Technical and system controls should be conceived by  those 
technically competent and coordinated by safety staff.
(8) The safety program should be one of management's primary 
vehicles to (a) enrich jobs and motivate; (b) demonstrate 
supervisor-em ployee cen teredness; (c) demonstrate 
management credibility; and (d) improve in terpersonal 
relations. (16, p . 125)
General Foods also offers similar crite ria  to follow in o rder to 
create an effective safety  program . The crite ria  it offers are:
(1) Provide active involvement and participation for tra inees.
(2) Provide feedback on learning p rog ress.
(3) Facilitate tra n sfe r  of learning back to the  job.
(4) Reinforce desired  behavior or correct responses.
(5) Provide time to practice and repeat new behavior.
(6) Create an atmosphere where tra inees are motivated to learn . 
(36, p . 95)
A 1981 study  to determine the  most effective methods for 
satisfy ing  commonly stated  objectives ( i .e . ,  knowledge acquisition,
knowledge reten tion , e tc . ) ;  to determine w hether o r not industria l
tra in ing  p ractitioners have changed th e ir opinions regard ing  
effectiveness of various techniques over the past decade; and to pinpoint 
the  most im portant tra in ing  subjects for managers offers in teresting  
facts. (39, p p .26)
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Analyses of the  data indicate the following tren d s: partic ipant
knowledge acquisition as well as knowledge retention can best be attained 
by programmed instruction  while the  case study  method was considered 
to be the most effective procedure for developing problem solving skills 
and the conference method was indicated to be the best method to use 
for partic ipant acceptance. (39, p . 27) Perhaps the best method of all 
would be to combine several methods and achieve several objectives at 
once.
Simpson recommends the following steps to follow when analyzing 
a tra in ing  program:
(1) Examine your assum ptions about people and your philosophy 
of how they  learn .
(2) Develop a model for the learning and design process.
(3) Test the  design model.
(4) Develop a format for getting  the necessary  data to compare
existing  program s against the model.
(5) Use the  guide to gather data on existing  program s.
(6) Compare program s described on the  guides with the design 
crite ria . (32, p p .35,36)
In conclusion, a review of the safety  tra in ing  lite ra tu re  indicates 
th a t an "eclectic" approach involving both  employee awareness and
tra in in g  program s, as well as engineering controls, is the most effective
approach to occupational safe ty . It also indicates that the  best safety 
aw areness and tra in ing  program s incorporate a varie ty  of effective 
methods in to  one program  or "package." The use of audio-visual aids,
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specifically videotaped program s, is regarded  by most safety
practitioners as an im portant element in the tra in ing  program . It is also 
regarded  as an effective media to utilize a variety  of tra in ing  techniques 
into one vehicle to create safety aw areness. However, the other 
elements of the tra in ing  program such as personalized tra in ing  and 




The project was designed to generate safety  awareness and teach 
specific safety  messages th rough  a system of daily reinforcem ent at the 
beginning of each sh ift. From nineteen plants at the Louisiana division 
of a major chemical company in southeast Louisiana, eight p lants were 
randomly selected to partic ipate in the pilot e ffo rt. Five different safety 
messages were p repared  and each operator was exposed to a specific 
video message an average of four times during  the  pilot period. Three 
p lants were randomly selected as control groups and comparisons were 
made between those p lan ts in which operators saw the  messages and 
those p lan ts in which the  operators did no t, using  a p re  and 
p o s t-te s tin g  methodology.
Safety Minute Procedures
In o rd er to motivate and teach on a daily basis , at each of the 
th ree  p lant operator sh ift changes, the  Division's television network 
broadcast a th ree  to five minute special program entitled "Safety 
M inutes."
Each program  follows the same basic format (see Appendix C for 
typical s c rip t) :
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(1) An animated opening, including the safety tone. This 
opening to  be used in all company safety productions and 
incorporated as p a rt of the weekly news broadcasts.
(2) Host and subject introduction segment. Every "Safety 
Minutes" program was, in reality , a b rie f sports  special. 
Program hosts alternated  among a group of Louisiana-based 
sports  celebrities (p lay ers , coaches, e tc .)  and featured a 
w ide-ranging group of topics, including:
(a) g reat moments in football, basketball, hockey, auto 
racing , e t c . , with film and taped material drawn from the 
extensive lib raries available th rough  such groups as NFL 
Films, etc.
(b) sports  tip s , including "chalk-talks" by such 
personalities as Bum Phillips, Dale Brown, e tc .;  bass fishing 
and hunting  tip s .
(c) question/answ er format series based on sp o rts  records.
(3) "Commercial" b reak . Each spo rts  special was sponsored by a 
"Safety Minute" -  a s ix ty /n ine ty  second safety message 
featuring  a prominent spokesman, shot on location at the 
Division, in a standard  commercial message format. The 
subjects of these commercials will be safety ru les , h in ts and 
motivation, designed to respond to specific safety tra in ing  
needs as determ ined by sta tistical analysis of accident 
ev en ts , safety  tra in ing  manuals and input from safety 
management and superv isory  personnel.
(4) Closing program  segment. The second p art of the sports 
special was viewed.
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(5) "Think Safety" musical jingle and animated close, specifically 
designed to promote eight hours of safety consciousness.
As a product of th is  unique opportunity  to partic ipate in the 
development of an innovative manpower tra in ing  and development 
program , the p resen t study was conceptualized. The objective was to 
determine the effectiveness of commercial messages within a chemical 
p lan t's  in terna l television system as a tra in ing  tool in safety awareness.
The quality of the Safety Minutes spots was evaluated in terms 
of the following c rite ria :
(1) Awareness Determination: Specification of the  awareness 
levels of cu rren t employees with reg ard  to existing safety 
tra in ing  program s.
(2) Image and Positioning: Determination of employee 
perceptions of the new program and its  a ttrib u tes  in relation 
to the existing program .
(3) Copy T esting: Evaluation of the "Safety Minute" messages
in term s of clarity  and information value.
(4) Media A ppropriations: Investigation of the penetration levels
and degree of use of the television system .
(5) Name, Logo and Symbol T esting: Measurement of the 
visib ility , memorability, a ttractiveness and connotations of 
the  techniques used  in the spots.
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Hypotheses
Null Hypothesis Number 1 -  There is no difference between
workers and management in expectations in safety performance as related 
to career advancement and production.
Null Hypothesis Number 2 - There is no association between
employee acceptance of tra in ing  program s and perceptions of why the 
company conducts such program s.
Null Hypothesis Number 3 - There is no difference between the 
control group and the experimental group in the amount of safety 
awareness created by the  cable video Safety Minutes program .
Null Hypothesis Number 4 - There is no association between
perceptions of fairness in an accident reporting  program and the 
acceptance of Safety Minutes by the w orkers.
Null Hypothesis Number 5 - There is no association between
perceived professionalism of the Safety Minutes program and degree of 
acceptance of the program .
Null Hypothesis Number 6 -  There is no association between
innovativeness and novelty in the program and degree of acceptance.
Null Hypothesis Number 7 -  There is  no association between
perceived helpfulness of the Safety Minutes program and degree of 
acceptance of the program by the w orkers.
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METHODOLOGY DESIGN
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As p resen ted  in the chart above, the principle methodological 
steps to conduct th is study  were:
(1) Definition of Safety Minutes learning objectives. Data was 
provided from management, superv isors and records of the 
division’s safety program . Interview s were also conducted 
with operators.
(2) Scripting and pre-production  of video materials
(3) Development of questionnaire items. Items were selected by 
a committee of division safety superv iso rs. In th is  manner, 
the face validity of the  items were established.
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(4) P re -te s t of Safety Minutes p re -te s t instrum ent (N = 30). 
Following p re - te s t , operators were debriefed to identify  items 
which were ambiguous or did not produce meaningful re su lts .
(5) Random selection of pilot program plan ts and development of
plant profiles
(6) Logistical coordination with plant supervision for
adm inistration of p re  and p o s t-te st and (for the  experimental 
p lan ts) arrangem ents to p resen t the Safety Minutes
(7) In o rd e r to te st the Safety Minutes concept, i t  was
necessary  to actually produce scrip ts  and animated Safety 
Minute in tro s and ex tro s. Scripting was performed through 
close coordination with company safety superv isors based on 
th e ir experience in designing and conducting safety tra in ing  
e ffo rts . Production of commercials and spo rts  spots was 
perform ed th rough  coordination of a commercial television 
production firm and the company's on-site  television studio 
capacities. D uring the project period, all logistical support 
necessary  to provide daily spo rts  fea tu res was conducted by 
the resea rch er. All commercial spots were produced p rio r to 
in itiating  the s tu d y .
(8) Program presen ta tion . The "Safety Minute" project was 
tested  du ring  a th ir ty  day period under th e  direction of 
th ree  safety superv iso rs . Each supervisor randomly selected 
plants in  h is area to serve as pilot te s t ta rg e ts  and a plant 
in each area to serve as a control s ite . The pilot project 
was designed to achieve a minimum of tw enty program 
exposures in each ta rg e t group: a series of five safety
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messages was produced, th u s  each ta rg e t was exposed to 
each of five safety messages four times. For experimental 
g roups, the normal safety program s (lec tu res , 
dem onstrations, signage) were suspended. For control 
p lan ts , the  program s were continued.
(9) P re-T est questionnaire adm inistration. Prior to presentation 
of the safety spo ts, a self-completion questionnaire was 
adm inistered in a group se tting  to operators in both the 
experim ental and control p lants.
Table 1












Plastics Material Services 32
334 139
Table 1 p resen ts  the d istribution  of the 473 operators across 
eleven plant s ites . It was anticipated th a t, during  the 
p re - te s t questionnaire adm inistration period, ninety percent 
of the potential partic ipan ts would complete the survey  
instrum ent. (Two make-up adm inistrations were conducted 
du rin g  a ten  workday period for those employees on leave or 
otherwise absent from the p la n t.)
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(10) P o st-test questionnaire adm inistration. Following the th irty  
day program testing  period, operators at both the control 
and experimental sites were adm inistered a questionnaire. 
Only those operators who actually worked 50% of their 
assigned work days partic ipated  in the p o s t-te s t. For the 
experimental group, the instrum ent tracked the p re -te s t 
items in term s of the following:
(a) Management's motives for promoting safety program s
(b) The credibility  and helpfulness of the program
(c) Awareness of unsafe acts an d /o r conditions.
(d) Perceptions of safety  trade-o ffs  by co-w orkers, 
superv isors and management in term s of career 
advancement and production requirem ents.
These items were supplemented by a performance review of 
the program a ttrib u tes  obtained initially in the p re testing  
phase. F u rth e r, a h isto ry  of how often the program s were 
viewed, as compared to frequency of viewing the in ternal 
television system prio r to the Safety Minutes program were 
obtained. Finally, satisfaction and attitudinal ra tings were 
obtained as to the employees' views of w hether the Safety 
Minutes program should be continued. The control group 
was assessed  on similar items with the exclusion of those 
items specific to the Safety Minutes program . As a function 
of company policy, it was possible only to track  operators by 
p lan t. T herefore, only those individuals in the experimental
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group who viewed the  Safety Minutes ninety percent of the 
presentation opportunities were included in the po st-test 
effo rt. The following distribution of operators by study 
condition was achieved.
Table 2
D istribution of Plant Respondents
Pre--Test Post--Test
Plant Exp'l Control Exp'l Conti
Glycol I 32 25
Glycol II 22 20
Dowanols 26 24
Vinyl I 33 31
Vinyl II 45 44
Methanes 24 24
Solvents 42 42
Poly A 50 49
Poly B 43 30
CPE 15 14
PME 19 19
245 106 224 98
Statistical Analysis
From a program adoption perspective , the dependent variables 
are the im portance/perform ance ra tin g s  of the Safety Minute program 
concepts and retention of "commercial" messages. Also, the operator’s 
perception as to management’s expectations regard ing  safety performance 
was identified as a prime dependent variable and determ inant in ultimate 
program u tility . F u rth e r, comparisons between experimental and control 
p lants in terms of p o s t- te s t re su lts  were made. Comparisons were also 
made between experimental p re -te s t and p o s t-te s t findings.
C hi-square , general linear means and othogonal comparisons 
using  the  F te s t statistical procedures were used . D ifferences were 
accepted at the .05 level of significance as statistically  significant.
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Although impossible to correlate the frequency of accidents either 
between groups or within groups over a th ir ty  day period as an 
indicator of program effectiveness, it was hypothesized th a t more 
frequent viewing of the productions and g rea te r satisfaction with the 
production would produce a ttitudes more oriented to involving safety in 
day to day plant operations.
Independent variables include plant assignm ent, age, ethnicity , 
gender, education, family composition, job tenure and job classification. 
The following itemization summarizes the relationship between independent 
and dependent variab les.
Independent Variables
(1) Plant assignment




(1) Safety Minutes a ttrib u te  
im portance/perform ance scaling
(2) O perators' a ttitudes toward 
management's safety program 
motives
(3) Safety Minutes message recall
Study Limitations
While careful attention was made to defining a research  program 
which corresponded to most rigorous methodological concerns, as a 
function of the company's management philosophy and concerns associated 
with industria l labor relations questions, several limitations were 
in troduced  into the s tu d y . Principally, it was necessary to track  
individuals only by plant assignm ent. The researcher was unable to 
track  specific individuals in p lants across program implementation and 
compare specific p re  and p o s t-te st re su lts . F u rth e r, questions 
regard ing  e thn icity , gender and accident orientation were p resen ted  to
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respondents as optional questions as a function of management's concern 
that minority groups would be somehow offended by requ iring  their 
identification on these variables. Finally, face validity procedures were 
identified by management as the appropriate manner by  which to identify 
"likely" question items. While statistical testing  for g rea ter reliability 
was not conducted, a ra th e r  intensive p re -te s tin g  effort was introduced 
and operators (N = 30) partic ipating  in the p re -te s tin g  effort were 
thoroughly debriefed as to th e ir comprehension and comments regard ing  
the connotations of questionnaire items. Following th is  p re -te s tin g  
procedure, revisions were in fact made on the actual p re -te s t 
in strum ent.
The final item which should be cited relates to the provision by 
company management of accident occurrences during  the th irty -d ay  
Safety Minutes program testin g  period as well as for the period of time 
immediately following the implementation of the Safety Minutes. As a 
function of plant profiling (necessary  to examine the  characteristics of 
each plant randomly selected for participation in the Safety Minutes 
program s specifically for the  development of sports  and commercial 
sp o ts ) , accident occurrence data was provided. However, company 
policy did not allow for additional safety  performance measures to be 
d istribu ted .
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF OPERATOR SAFETY PERCEPTIONS
O perators were asked in  both  the control and experim ental 
groups to respond to the  following th ree  questions, both  in term s of how 
they believe they behaved , and how they felt th e ir  co-w orkers behaved 
in reg a rd  to the same issu e s .
QUESTI ON:  In my ( c o - w o r k  e r s )  d a y  to d a y  wo r k  It Is m o r e  
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AGREE DI SAGREE
W o r k e r  o r i e n t a t i o n  -----
C o - w o r k e r  o r i e n t a t i o n
"In my day bo day w ork .. . "




The firs t question was, "In my day to day work, it is more 
im portant to get the job done on schedule than do the job safely". In 
looking at Figure 1, w orkers projected th a t th e ir co-w orkers placed a 
h igher p rio rity  on being on schedule than  doing the job safely. Workers 
tended to ra te  themselves one way and ra te  th e ir co-workers as different 
on the  same measure when applied to e ither p ro-safe ty  o r anti-safety  
issu es . Workers s ta ted  th a t they were more concerned with doing th ings 
safely than getting  them done on schedule, while they believed that their 
co-w orkers tend  to work in term s of scheduling ra th e r  than safety ,
QUEST IO N:  W h e n  I (my c o - w o r k e r s )  s e e  a n  u n s a f e  
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AGREE DI SAGREE
LEGEND
W o r k e r ------
C o - w o r k e r
FIGURE 2
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The second question asked was, "When I see an unsafe 
condition, I repo rt i t ."  As shown in Figure 2, w orkers responding in 
terms of what they would do indicated th a t they would rep o rt an unsafe 
condition more frequently  than they believed th e ir  co-w orkers would. In 
th is case, 36 percen t of the w orkers strongly  agreed th a t they would 
report an unsafe condition while only 11 percent strongly agreed that 
their co-w orkers would repo rt an unsafe condition.
Q U E S T I O N :  If I (my c o - w o r k e r s )  h a v e  " b a n d - a i d *  I n j u r i e s ,
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This p a tte rn  continued as indicated in Figure 3 when looking at 
the issue from the point of "band-aid" in juries (minor in juries typically 
not rep o rted ). Only 29 percent of the  workers said th a t they would 
report band-aid injuries and only 16 percent believed th e ir co-workers 
would repo rt such in juries. (It should be noted that it is company 
policy th a t even minor in ju ries be re p o rte d .)
The significance of these  relationships is th a t they cut across all 
job classification and demographic lines. Despite many perceptual 
differences as to the implementation of the safety  program at the 
Division, when asked on specific performance crite ria  what they would 
do, the majority responded th a t th e ir co-w orkers were less likely to 
behave in  a p ro -safe ty  manner. A second way of approaching th is issue 
is to look at the  idea of a relationship of job advancement/promotion and 
the expectations of worker and co-w orkers as it relates to safety .
Safety Performance and Advancement
In the  p re te s t, both experim ental and control groups were asked 
to ra te  six items as most im portant to getting  ahead. These six items 
correspond to the crite ria  used in the operator performance appraisal 
forms. These items are quantity  and quality of work, getting  along with 
supervision, attendance, initiative and safety perform ance. Workers 
were asked to ra te  how im portant each of these six factors were to them, 
to th e ir co-w orkers, to th e ir  superv isors and to top management. 
Differences between these rank ings were significant at the .01 level, 
using the Chi-Square te s t .  Analysis shows th a t w orkers ranked 
themselves as closer to a "company ideal". In o ther w ords, individuals
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saw them selves as more concerned about quality of work, safe ty , 
attendance, quan tity  of work, e tc . However, w orkers, when ra ting  
co-w orkers, perceived "getting  along with supervision" as the most 
im portant fac to r. The w orkers perceived  "quantity  of work" as being 




P e r c e i v e d  R a n k  of Q ua l i ty  of Work
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I mp o r t a n c e  to:
You -----------
C o - * o r k e r s - 
S u p e r v i s o r ;  - 
Ma n a g e me n t  .
R ank
FIGURE 4
Figure 4 indicates th a t w orkers ranked quality  of work as 
significantly more im portant than th e ir co-w orkers, superv iso rs or top 
management. As a p ractical m atter, th is  is the most graphic difference
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in expectations, and most su rp risin g ly , indicates th a t quality of work 
occupies a ra th e r  neu tra l position in term s of the expectations the 
worker has of his co-w orkers, superv isors and management.
P e r c e i v e d  R ank  of Quant i fy  of Work  
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Figure 5 describes the relationship with quantity  of work and, 
again, the same p a tte rn  is obvious. However, there  was a tendency for 
the w orker's expectations and the  superv iso r’s expectations to be 
somewhat more congruent in  term s of the quantity  of work perform ed. 
That is ,  the  supervisor and the  w orkers themselves tended to see the 
quantity  of work as somewhat .more im portant than the projections of 






P e r c e i v e d  R a n k  of G e t t i n g  Along 
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FIGURE 6
Figure 6 is in te re stin g  in that when asked to rank  the 
importance of getting  along with superv isors in term s of "getting  ahead," 
co-w orkers were seen as placing the most emphasis on th is  performance 
c rite ria , while the  opera to r, when ra tin g  his own views, placed the least 
emphasis on th is  relationship . It was also perceived by operato rs th a t 
superv iso rs have a tendency to ra te  "getting  along" as a very  high 
performance c rite ria . Not u n su rp risin g ly , getting  along with supervision 
was not seen as top management's most im portant c rite ria . However, 
Figure 7 p resen ts  an in te re s tin g  insigh t as to w orkers' perceptions as to 
the  importance management places on selected advancement c rite ria . 
Attendance was seen as particu larly  significant to management in a
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w orker's evaluation. It was seen as neutral or not important by  the 
worker himself, su rprising ly  being neu tral for superv isors and his 
co-w orkers.
P e r c e i v e d  R a n k  of A t t e n d a n c e  
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FIGURE 7
Figure 8 is  also extremely in te re stin g . This issue deals with the 
perceived rank of initiative in term s of advancement. It appears that 
in itiative was perceived to be the most im portant factor to management, 
the least im portant factor in getting ahead to the operator, neu tral to 
superv isors and generally im portant to co-w orkers. The final 
relationship tha t is  examined in these projective exercises is the 
importance of safety performance in job advancement.
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P e r c e i v e d  R a n k  of In i t i a t i v e  
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Figure 9 very  clearly illu stra tes  th a t when workers were asked 
to rank  how im portant safety performance is  to th e ir co-w orkers in 
getting  ahead, safety performance was seen as not being very  im portant. 
It was seen as somewhat neu tral on the  part of the w orkers them selves, 
neu tral on the p a rt of superv isors and only slightly positive on the part 
of management. In fact, if  one were to re fe r  back to the  analysis of 
quality of w ork, we would see an almost entirely  inverse relationship 
between the w orker, top management, and co-w orker with the 
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Up to th is  point, i t  was not possible to generate significant sub­
groups th a t differed in th e ir  perceptions of the role of safety in the 
advancement process o r on selected performance options. However, the 
next group of items can be characterized by the development of 
significant segments th a t d iffer in term s of p ro -safe ty  a ttitu d es.
Caring About Safety
Each respondent for both the  control and experimental groups 
was asked to ra te  top management, his superv iso rs , and his co-workers 
on an item designed to determine the perceived appropriateness of 
11 caring" about safety . On th is  scale, 0° meant that an individual or 
group had no concern about safe ty , 50° meant th a t the appropriate
i
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amount of caring was dem onstrated regard ing  safe ty , and 100° meant 
th a t entire ly  too much caring was dem onstrated about safety .
Only 33.1 percent of the operators felt th a t top management 
cared the rig h t amount about safety , approximately 47 percent felt that 
too much caring was directed  to safety and only 19 percent felt tha t too 
little caring was focused on safety . Table 3 p resen ts  the resu lts  of a 
second adm inistration of the same item following the presentation of 
Safety Minutes to the experimental group.
Table 3
Operators* Perceptions: Top Management Caring About Safety
All Groups Experimental Experimental Control
Pre-T est P re-T est Post-Test Post-Test
Percent Percent Percent Percent
01-24 degrees 3.1 1.5 1.5 2.1
25-49 degrees 16.2 18.1 18.6 16.0
50 degrees 33.1 32.1 36.8 32.0
51-75 degrees 20.5 19.5 21.6 26.6
76-100 degrees 27.1 28.8 21.6 23.4
X = 61.86 X = 61.86 X = 61.88 X = 5
There were no significant sh ifts in the  perception of the 
appropriateness of caring about safety following adm inistration of Safety 
Minutes. However, given the role th a t safety plays in advancement and 
the implications from the data yet to be p resen ted , i t  is  not su rp rising  
that a major sh ift in  perceptions about management’s caring about safety 
was not generated .
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Safety Program Administration
Program D esigners' Knowledge. In the p re  and p o s t- te s ts , 
operators at all p lants were asked how much program designers know 
about the day to day operations at th e ir  p lan ts.
Tw enty-three percen t of the operators felt that designers knew 
little or really did not know about operations at th e ir p lan t, and 
47.7 percent felt th a t program designers had only a general knowledge 
of operations.
In looking at an othogonal comparison between p re  and p o st-test 
conditions, a statistically  nonsignificant difference of .91 was found 
between experimental and control p lants (F = .01). No differences were 
found between control and experim ental groups (probability = .14,
F = 2 .23). However, the means for the  experimental p re te s t (3.02) 
(with 5 equalling less understand ing  and 1 equalling more 
understand ing) improved to 2.79 in the experimental p o s t- te s t.
As shown in Table 4, using  the general linear means procedure, 
th e re  was a significant increase in the perception that safety program 
designers understand  p lant operations following viewing of the Safety 
M inutes.
Table 4
O perators ' Perceptions: "How much do designers of
safety  program s really know about day to day operations?"
Condition Means F Prob
Experim ental/Pre 3.02 6.59 .01
Experim ental/Post 2.79
Safety Procedure T rain ing . Table 5 p resen ts  the distribution of 
responses of all operators p rio r to the s ta r t  of the program who were
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asked if  they were well tra ined  in safety p rocedures. S ixty-six  percent 
felt they were well tra in ed , 24 percent were not sure and 10 percent 
disagreed with the  statem ent.
Fairly well defined groups emerged as sharing  sets of concerns. 
The firs t group of individuals can be characterized as having been at 
the  plant for between one and two years (and therefore in the  lower job 
classification), having gone th rough the company's orientation program , 
having higher degrees of education, and not having had an accident.
Table 5
O perators' Level of Agreement With the Statement:








The second group which shares th is  p a tte rn  was at the other
end of the spectrum  with ten or more years in the division, having 
reached the  highest levels of operator classification, having reported  
having an accident and with a generally lower level of education.
A nother relationship was found in the response p a tte rn s  shown 
in Table 6. These individuals tended to be neu tral or cynical as to the 
reasons why the company conducts safety program s and dem onstrated the 
least amount of positive change as a function of exposure to the Safety 
Minutes them selves.
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T a b le  6
R e aso n s Why Com panies Have S afe ty  P ro g ram s
(P e rc e n t) (P e rc e n t) (P e rc e n t) (P e rc e n t) (P e rc e n t)
S tro n g ly
A gree A gree N eu tra l D isa g ree
S tro n g ly
D isag ree
P re Post C ont P re Post C ont P re P ost C ont P re POBt Cont P re P o st C ont
F o rc e d  b y  go v ern m en t 12.6 11.6 13 .9 35.3 35.0 28 .9 27.3 31 .4  27.4 21 .0 18.2 21 .9 3 .8 2 .9 8 .0
H onest c o n c e rn 17.9 23.3 20.7 56.7 58.3 56.7 15.4 13.3  17.7 7 .9 4 .2 3 .0 2 .1 0 .8 2 .0
E v e ry  com psny  d o es It 4 .7 3 .3 4 .5 24.7 26.3 28 .0 28 .9 37.9  28.5 31.9 23.8 30.5 9 .8 8 .8 8 .5
H igh  co s t o r  
t r a in in g  re p la c e m e n ts
8 .9 12.5 8 .0 27.8 41.9 28.0 25.7 25.7 35 .5 29.1 17.4 21 .5 8 .4 2 .5 7 .0
R e d u c e s  in s u ra n c e  
r a le s
22.7 30.3 21.4 37.8 39.4 38 .3 24.0 .19 ,1  25.4 13.9 10.0 10.0 2.1 1 .2 5 ,0
I n c re a s e s  p ro f i ts 27 .6 34.0 28 .9 37.3 43.6 36.3 18.6 14.9 21 .9 11.4 7 .1 10.0 5.1 0 .4 3 .0
Individuals who were most responsive to the Safety Minute 
messages in  term s of reasons why the company conducts program s were 
blacks and women. However, in the areas of reducing  individuals1 
beliefs th a t safety  program s are conducted p resen tly  as a function of 
force by  th e  governm ent, or are  a product of honest concern by  the  
company and o th er items of positive orientation, th ere  was a generally 
positive b u t non-significant change in perceptions between experim ental 
and control g roups.
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Table 7
O perators ' Level of Agreement With the Statement 
"Companies Are Forced by  the Government" 
Concerning Reasons the Company Conducts Safety Programs 
Pre and Post-T est Experimental Group Results
Condition Means N F Prob
Experimental/ Pre 2.64 240 1.0 3.93
Experim ental/Post 2.68 245
C ontrol/Pre 2.78 103
Control/Post 2.84 100
F u rth e r, a significant difference was found on positive adoption 
th a t the company perform s safety program s as a function of honest 
concern for the  well being of employees between experimental p re  and 
post groups.
Table 8
O perators' Level of Agreement With the Statement 
"Honest Concern for Well-Being of Employees"
Concerning Reasons the  Company Conducts Safety Programs 
Pre and Post-T est Experimental Group Results
Condition Means N F Prob
Experim ental/Pre 2.20 242 4.43 .04
Experim ental/Post 2.03 244
However, on the items of conducting safety program s just to 
reduce the high cost of replacing employees (X = 2.54 experim ental/post 
v e rsu s  X = 2.88 cont ro l/p o s t) ,  th e re  was a significant difference 
(PR = .0001, F = 8 .44).
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Table 9
O perators' Level of Agreement With Statement that 
"High Cost of Training Replacements"
Is a Reason the Company Conducts Safety Programs 
Experimental and Control Group Results
Condition Means N F Prob
Experimental p re tes t 2.99 238 7.26 .007
Experimental p o s t- te s t 2.54 244
Control p re test 2.95 103
Control p o s t-te st 2.88 100
There was also a positive effect on the  concept O f !
program s increasing p ro fits.
Table 10
O perators' Level of Agreement With Statement that 
"Increasing Profits"
Is a Reason the Company Conducts Safety Programs 
Experimental and Control Group Results
Condition Means N F Prob
Experimental p re tes t 2.29 238 2.9 .089
Experimental p o st-test 1,95 244
Control p re test 2.81 103
C onro l po st-test 2.16 100
However, there  was a significant difference between experimental 
p re  and p o s t-te s t means on the profit motive.
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Table 11
O perators’ Level of Agreement With Statement that 
’’Increasing Profits"
Is a Reason the  Company Conducts Safety Programs 
Pre and Post-T est Experimental Group Results
Condition Means N F Prob
Experim ental/Pre 2.29 238 13.24 .0007
Experim ental/Post 1.95 244
As shown in Table 12, there  was a sligh t, but not significant, 
movement by the experim ental p o s t- te s t group to hold that safety 
program s are conducted as a function of common industria l practice.
Table 12
O perators' Level of Agreement With Statement that 
"Every Company Does It"
Is a Reason the Company Conducts Safety Programs 
Pre and Post-T est Experimental Group Results
Condition Means N F Prob
Experimental / Pre 3.17 237 1.76 .15
Experim ental/ Post 3.08 243
C ontrol/Pre 3.25 102
Control/Post 2.95 100
As illu stra ted  in Table 13, we find that the group that had seen 
Safety Minutes was generally more likely to feel th a t a good safety 
program was in the company's best in te re s t on an item administered in 
the p o s t-te st phase.
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Table 13
O perators' Perceptions of Effects of a Good Safety Program 
Control and Experimental Groups Post-T est Results
No Effect Slight Effect Great Effect
Percent Percent Percent
Control Exp'l Control Exp'l Control Exp'l
Increases profit 4.1 2.9 37.8 37.1 58.2 60 .0
Reduces overtime 20.4 17.6 37.8 45.3 41.8 37 .1
Reduces insurance ra tes 7.1 6.6 31.6 26.6 61.2 66 .8
Increases morale 13.5 10.6 37.5 47.8 49.0 41 .6
Increases productiv ity 16.5 9.8 38.1 39.2 45.4 51 .0
Decreases productiv ity 52.6 56.0 36.1 32.9 11.3 11 .1
This is significant as it had been our earlier concern th a t any 
resistance to safety  program s might be generated by a m isunderstanding 
of the motivations of the company to conduct such program s. For 
example, if  it is  perceived that the company places its  highest priorities 
on an individual being at work and showing in itiative, it would be 
difficult to increase the performance of a safety program if  the work 
force was not convinced tha t the company was motivated by the profit 
incentive to conduct safety program s.
The Accident Reporting System
Table 14 p resen ts  the full sample resu lts  during  the p re -te s t of 
the perception of the accident repo rting  system . A prime Safety Minutes 
message was to reinforce the  operator confidence in utilizing the system.
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Table 14
O perators' P re-T est Ratings of the Accident Reporting 













Sixty-one percent of the individuals agreed th a t the system is 
helpful in p reven ting  fu tu re  injuries while 24.4 percent were neu tral and 
13 percent d isagreed . There is a nonsignificant bu t positive relationship 
with the amount of time on the job at the  company and concern about the 
utility of the system in p reven ting  fu tu re  in ju ries. That is , the  longer 
an individual has been employeed, the more skeptical he becomes 
regard ing  the accident reporting  system.
This same relationship is  found where the  fairness of the system 
is concerned. There iss  a s tro n g er probability of women and blacks 
being more concerned about the fairness of the  system , however, this 
relationship is not statistically  significant. Approximately 24 percent of 
the work force believed th a t the accident reporting  system was not fair 
with 50 percent feeling th a t it was fair and 25 percent feeling unsu re .
F u rth er insight into the relationship between the accident 
reporting  system and job performance is  provided by addressing  the 
issue concerning consideration of an employee's safety record for 
promotional pu rposes. Even though 25 percent of the  individuals did not 
th ink that the system is fa ir, only 10 percent of the individuals did not 
th ink that the system should be used in making promotions.
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This data suggests tha t there  is a belief th a t the system can be 
manipulated in that as many in juries will not be rep o rted , a supervisor 
will generally give a good safety  performance evaluation, and since the 
incidence of in juries in the  company is low, it is generally to the 
w orker’s advantage to have th is  measure used in making promotions.
CHAPTER V
IMAGE/PERFORMANCE/IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS
This section of the  rep o rt deals with a research  technique known 
as im age/perform ance/im portance analysis. This methodology is based on 
the concept th a t the image of a p roduct, a serv ice, an organization, or 
even an in d u stry  cannot be defined on one dimension or by one word. 
The image of a service o r program is more aptly defined as the sum of 
its  perception by individuals in the organization across a broad range of 
a ttr ib u te s , particu larly  relevant to th a t program . For example, a 
particu la r bank’s image in a given competitive market would not 
adequately be described as merely good or bad , competent or 
incom petent, e tc . The public, ra th e r , perceives an "image" of that 
p articu la r institu tion  based on a composite of a ttrib u te s  such as the 
location, convenience and appearance of b ranches, speed of service, 
competence and friendliness of personnel, and so fo rth .
By applying th is  concept of image as being a composite of 
a ttrib u tes  to the Safety Minute pro ject, th e  following set of nine 
a ttrib u te s  o r perform ance areas was established based on a review of the 




Consistency of presentation 
Being down to earth  
Variety of topics covered 
Originality
Being understandable 
Being en tertain ing  
Professional production of materials 
Being realistic
Presentation Format
For purposes of th is  discussion, each of the  a ttrib u tes  will be 
p resented  in term s of the full sample means for importance and 
performance ra tin g s . The p re - te s t group includes those operators in the 
experimental and control g roups. They are ra tin g  the in-place program 
at th e ir  p lan ts. The p o s t-te s t group consists of those operators rating  
the Safety Minutes project. The control group includes operators ra ting  
the safety program in place at th e ir  p lan t.
For each of these m easures, a varie ty  of comparisons were 
generated to determine changes (if any) which could be a ttrib u ted  to the 
Safety Minutes project. For each of these a ttrib u te s , two measures were 
generated: (1) how im portant each is  in a safety program , and (2) how 
well each is perform ed. These ra tin g s were on a five-point scale where 
5 = very  im portant down to 1 = very  unim portant, and 5 = excellent 
performance to 1 = very  poor perform ance.
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A ttribute Analysis: Control V ersus Experimental Groups
Table 15 p resen ts  an othogonal comparison of experimental group 
p o st-test mean ra tin g s  of project a ttrib u tes  as compared to the control 
groups' p o s t- te s t ra tin g s .
Table 15
A ttribu te  Importance/Perform ance Analysis:
Control Group v s . Experimental Group Ratings
X X
Importance Performance F Proo
Consistency
Experim ental/Pre 4.27 3.37 5.39 .05
Experim ental/Post 4.38 3.68
C ontrol/Pre 4.33 3.45
Control/Post 4.55 3.48
Down to Earth  Presentation
Experim ental/Pre 4.26 3.46 17.12 .0001
Experim ental/Post 4.31 3.47
C ontrol/Pre 4.41 3.51
Control/Post 4.43 3.36
Helpfulness
Experim ental/Pre 4.49 3.46 .14 .76
Experim ental/Post 4.50 3.47
C ontrol/Pre 4.54 3.51
Control/Post 4.53 3.36
U nderstandable
Experim ental/Pre 4.55 3.64 19.66 ,0001
Experim ental/Post 4.67 4.07
C ontrol/Pre 4.58 3.68
Control/Post 4.68 3.64
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Table 15 (con t)
A ttribute Im portance/Perform ance Analysis: 




Experim ental/Pre 3.97 3.43 10.20
Experim ental/Post 4.30 3.71
C ontrol/Pre 4.06 3,50
Control/Post 4.29 3.39
Variety
Experim ental/Pre 4.29 3.58 14.3C
Experim ental/Post 4.46 3.06
C ontrol/P re 4.31 3.62
Control/Post 4.34 3.46
Originality
Experim ental/Pre 3.81 3.11 13.54
Experim ental/Post 3.94 3.58
C ontrol/P re 3.89 3.26
Control/Post 3.90 3.18
E ntertaining Presentation
Experim ental/Pre 3.79 2.86 43.58
Experim ental/Post 4.10 3.78
C ontrol/P re 4.00 2.97
C ontrol/Post 4.01 3.05
Realistic Presentation
Experim ental/Pre 4.17 3.35 19.36
Experim ental/Post 4.52 3.78









As p a rt of th is  analysis, comparisons were made for differences 
that could be accounted for only by the plant in which the operator 
worked. For all project a ttr ib u te s , no differences between plants at the 
.05 level of significance were found.
Consistency. The control groups had a tendency to rate  
consistency somewhat more im portantly than the experimental groups, bu t 
not at a significant level.
In terms of performance on th is  m easure, it was found that there  
was a significant positive difference in perform ance of the Safety Minutes 
program in providing a consistent message for experim ental post test 
scores as compared to control p o s t- te s t scores.
Down to Earth  P resen ta tion . There is a strongly  significant 
difference between p re  and post experim ental and control groups in 
terms of th e ir  ra tin g s  of perform ance of Safety Minutes v ersu s the 
existing program s in being down to ea rth . The control group, however, 
had a tendency to see the importance of being down to ea rth  as 
somewhat g rea te r than  the experimental group.
H elpfulness. All groups ra ted  highly the  importance of having a 
helpful program . Performance was not m easured as significantly 
d ifferent in terms of the con trast found in experim ental and control 
groups.
Table 16 p resen ts  another look at th is  issu e . At the end of the 
questionnaire, the experimental group had an opportunity  to comment in 
an open-ended format on the helpfulness of the  program . These 
responses yielded 92 percent of the operato rs as ra tin g  the Safety 




O perators1 Open-ended Responses: Helpfulness of Safety Minutes (N = 196)
Percent
If we are  to accept the  basic operating premise of Safety
Minutes, which is  to make operating  s ta ff more aware of safety-related  
issues, the ultimate helpfulness of the program is in the retention and
acceptance of safety  messages and the general p ro -safety  a ttitudes
generated as a p roduct of the Safety Minutes effo rt. T hus, the ultimate 
evaluation of helpfulness will be in the improvement in  safety
performance over time.
U nderstandable. On th is  a ttr ib u te 's  perform ance, a clear
difference is dem onstrated in  the belief th a t the Safety Minutes program 
perform s in a more understandable manner than the in-place program .
Professional P roduction. One of the most in te restin g  findings 
deals with the ra tin g s  of professional production. The differences 
between groups viewing o r not viewing the  Safety Minutes presentation 
clearly indicate th a t professional production of tra in ing  materials and 
safety  related program ing gained significantly more importance following 
viewing of th e  Safety M inutes. Again, significant differences were also 
found in term s of the probability  of the  increased acceptance of 
performance of Safety Minutes on th is  a ttrib u te  in term s of the 
experimental and control g roups.
V ariety . The varie ty  perform ance ra tin g  by the experimental 







the repetition of the commercials, as well as the number of series 
allocated to each type of sport o r entertainm ent event.
Table 17 p resen ts  another view of th is  issue . Forty-five percent 
of the  responding operators felt that the  program should have more 
varie ty . Tw enty-eight percent felt that there  should be more elaboration 
and detail on th e  Safety Minute them es. O perators with higher 
education, employed at the company for th ree  to seven y ea rs , were more 
likely to make th is  suggestion.
O riginality . The experimental group found the Safety Minutes 
project to be more original in its  performance than  the existing safety 
program and fe lt, to a high bu t not significant degree, th a t it was 
im portant for th e  program to be original. There are significant 
differences in perform ance concerning originality between the p re , post 
and control g roups. In general, originality was not seen as one of the 
most im portant a ttrib u te s .
Table 17
Open-ended Responses on Ways to Improve the Program
(N = 159) Percent
Like program as is 
More varie ty  
More Louisiana sports  
O ther spo rts  activities 
Shorten sports  clips 
Field rem inder 
Make watching optional 
T ry  to re-o rien t employees 
More elaboration
Cash for b e tte r  safety performance
11.3
44.7 
0 . 6  
4.4 
0 . 6  
6.3 






Entertaining Presentation . This a ttrib u te  scored the widest 
range of difference between experimental and control groups. The 
performance of the Safety Minutes messages as being en tertain ing  was 
seen significantly h igher by  experimental groups as compared to 
operators ra tin g  the  existing program .
Realistic P resentation . The final a ttrib u te  is realistic 
presen tation . The individuals who viewed the Safety Minutes program 
rated  the  performance realism of Safety Minutes significantly h igher than 
that of the existing program , and also ra ted  th a t a ttrib u te 's  importance 
as h igher a fte r viewing the program s. Note tha t the importance of 
realism is very  high for all groups yet the performance of Safety Minutes 
and the ex isting  program is seen as being somewhat low in comparison 
with the importance placed on th is  variable. However, i t  appears that 
Safety Minutes did a b e tte r  job of moving toward realism than the 
in-place program .
Safety Minutes Viewers' P re/Post A ttribu te  Comparisons
Previously, only two factors had been considered for analysis on 
the perform ance/im portance a ttrib u te  m easures: any differences which
were found between plants and differences between post experimental 
and post control group a ttrib u te  ra tin g s . Using othogonal p rocedures, a 
varie ty  of differences were found. However, i t  should be noted that 
th is comparison centered on the relationship between the  existing safety 
tra in ing  program s conducted at the control p lan ts and the Safety Minutes 
program which replaced the "traditional" program s for the experimental 
groups. This section examines the  differences between those individuals 
ra ting  the ex isting  plant and safety  program s through  the p re tes t 
procedures and then ra ting  the Safety Minutes on similar a ttrib u te s .
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Using a general linear means p rocedure, a varie ty  of significant 
findings were observed. In looking at Table 18, we find that for all 
importance means, ra tings increased a fte r viewing the Safety Minutes 
program s.
Table 18 
A ttribute Importance Means:
Cond Rank Mean F Prob
Professional production of Pre 7 3.97 13.55 .0003
tra in ing  materials Post 7 4.30
Variety of topics covered Pre 3 4.29 6.00 .0147
Post 4 4.46
Being down to earth Pre 5 4.26 0.37 .5442
Post 6 4.31
Originality Pre 8 3.81 2.80 .0947
Post 9 3.94
Entertaining presentation Pre 9 3.79 13.09 .0003
Post 8 4.10
Consistency Pre 4 4.27 2.30 .1297
Post 5 4.38
Helpful in doing your job Pre 2 4.49 0.02 .9021
Post 5 4.50
Understandable Pre 1 4.55 3.40 .0656
Post 1 4.67
Realistic Pre 6 4,17 19.04 .0001
Post 2 4.52
Significant differences in the  importance ra tings were found for 
the a ttrib u tes  "professional production of tra in ing  m aterials," "varie ty  of 
topics covered ," "en terta in ing  p resen ta tion ,"  and "being realistic ,"  In 
tha t reg a rd , the most significant changes were found on those 
a ttrib u te s . In te resting ly , the importance of "varie ty  of topics covered"
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and "consistency" increased  with the p o s t-te st experimental viewers to a 
significant level.
In in te rp re tin g  changes in importance means as a function of 
educating viewers an d /o r raising  th e ir  levels of expectation regard ing  a 
safety tra in ing  awareness program , it is im portant to look at the 
difference in ran k s assigned to the a ttrib u te  ra tin g s . While "being 
understandable" continues to be the most im portant ranked variable. 
This ra tin g  actually increased to a level approaching significance 
(probability of F = .0656). The a ttrib u te  of realism changed from a 
p re -te s t ranking  of six th  position to a p o s t- te s t ranking of second 
position, while helpfulness in doing a job fell from second to th ird  
position (although th is  difference was not statistically  s ign ifican t). In 
terms of perform ance, there  were virtually  no major sh ifts  in position 
which could not be accounted for by the  movement of "realistic 
presentation" from the  six th  most im portant to the second most im portant 
a ttrib u te .
Another way of looking at the effects of the Safety Minutes 
program s on the a ttrib u tes  is continued th rough  examination of the 
performance means as shown in Table 19. Again, all differences between 
those individuals ra tin g  the  in-place safety  program p rio r to the 
adm inistration of Safety Minutes and those individuals ra ting  the Safety 
Minutes program th rough  the p o s t- te s t procedure were statistically  
d ifferent with the exception of the  a ttrib u te  of "helpfulness in doing 
your job ."  The largest differences an d /o r changes occurred in the 
a ttrib u tes  of "en terta in ing  presentation" (which changed rank  position 
from nin th  place in the  p re -te s t to second highest perform ing variable in
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the p o s t- te s t) , followed by "varie ty  of topics covered," 
"understandab le ,"  and "originality ."
Table 19
A ttribute Performance Means: 
Experimental Condition P re/P ost Comparison
Cond Rank Mean F Prob
Professional production of Pre 4 3.43 13.40 .0003
tra in ing  materials Post 5 3.71
Variety of topics Pre 2 3.58 35.58 .0001
Post 9 3.06
Originality Pre 8 3.11 33.85 .0001
Post 7 3.58
Entertain ing presentation Pre 9 2.86 114.83 .0001
Post 2 3.79
Consistency Pre 5 3.37 14.40 .0002
Post 6 3.68
Being down to ea rth Pre 6 3.35 28.82 .0001
Post 4 3.76
Helpful in doing your job Pre 3 3.46 0.02 .8995
Post 8 3.47
U nderstandable Pre 1 3.64 34.95 .0001
Post 1 4.07
Realistic Pre 7 3.34 31.88 .0001
Post 5 3.78
In looking at the a ttribu te "variety of topics covered ," in
importance means area , we saw a significant change in importance 
rankings between p re -te s t and p o s t-te s t adm inistrations. In the 
performance sector, the a ttrib u te  was initially ranked second in terms of 
performance in the  in-place program , b u t fell to n in th  (last) place 
positioning when ra tin g  performance of the Safety Minutes. The 
implication is th a t expectations regard ing  fresh  and new material for 
viewing were ra ised . Given the video technology, which competes with
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network standard  broadcast programming for voluntary view ership, the 
Safety Minutes program was deficient.
F u rth e r, the helpfulness in perceptions regard ing  "helpfulness in 
doing your job" fell from th ird  place perform ance ra tings to eighth place 
ra tin g s , although the difference between ra tin g  means was not 
significant. Given the previous discussion regard ing  conflicting 
perceptions on the importance of the safety performance motivations for 
the company to expect safety  perform ance and the general environment 
in which the safety program was conducted, there  continues to be reason 
to expect that the job relatedness of p ro -safe ty  behav io rs/a ttitudes 
rep resen ts  a major concern for program  p lanners.
Again, in all re sp ec ts , the perform ance of the Safety Minutes 
program exceeded the ra tin g s of the in-place program . It is ra th e r 
consistent th a t, to the ex ten t th a t the Safety Minute technology can meet 
safety program teaching objectives, th is  methodology appears to have 
h igher acceptance for p lant operators than the in-place program . It is 
beyond the scope of th is  study  to determ ine if  the Safety Minutes 
program can replace specific technical teaching effo rts . However, the 
program  appears to have great promise for providing a mechanism for 
p ro -safe ty  a ttitu d es, th is concept being the prim ary orientation of the 
program .
Summary of Perform ance/Im portance Analysis
One of the most significant comments th a t can be made is that 
Safety Minutes raised  expectations about the importance of 
professionalism, v a rie ty , entertainm ent and realism of safety program s. 
Given the limited number of exposures operators had to Safety Minutes,
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th is resu lt indicates p ro -safe ty  a ttitudes can be increased by providing 
tra in ing  tools which are produced in terms of these im portant a ttrib u tes .
It was also found tha t the general performance of the Safety 
Minutes messages was ra ted  h igher than the in-place system on all 
a ttrib u tes  with the exception of varie ty . The following discussion of the 
penetration and retention of specific Safety Minute messages provides 
more insight to th is  evaluation.
CHAPTER VI
SAFETY MINUTES PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Safety Minute Segments
F irst Aid. The firs t of the five commercials dealt with the 
reporting  of minor in ju ries. The Safety Minute message th a t was
programmed here was Get firs t aid when you need it -  We'll look at the 
reporting  issu e . This issue relates to the general concern discussed 
previously concerning fairness and efficiency of the  cu rren t accident 
reporting  system . Of those who viewed Safety Minutes, as shown in 
Table 20, 36.4 percen t felt that they were more confident about the 
accident reporting  system , 45.5 percent were neu tra l and only 
18.2 percent d isagreed with the  statem ent th a t they felt more confident 
about the accident reporting  system.
Table 20
O perators' Level of Agreement With the Statement:
"I feel more confident about the accident reporting  system .”














Problems Likely to Cause an Accident. The second message was 
Water is  one of the most dangerous chemicals around . Before the Safety 
Minutes were p resen ted , hot w ater/steam  was seen as the six th  of eight 
problems likely to cause an accident (Table 21).
Table 21
O perators' Perceptions of Problems Likely 
to Cause an Accident (P re-T est/A ll Groups)
Conditiori Percent Mentioriid Rank*
Hot w ater/steam  8 6






Co-worker unsafe acts 9 5
*1 = most likely, 8 = least likely
A fter Safety Minutes, as shown in Table 22, thermal b u rn s  (hot 
water) were seen as the number one problem likely to cause an accident. 
It should be noted that an accident occurred during  the pilot program 
period which involved b u rn s . The resu ltan t Division-wide attention to 
th is incident may have biased the  control group to raise its  aw areness of 
thermal b u rn s  to th ird  position.
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Table 22
O perators' Perceptions of Injuries Which Occur Most Often (Post-T est)
Control Experimental
Percent Rank Percent Rank
Chemical b u rn  of eye 2.1 8 3.1 8
Clg inhalation 13.0 4 11.3 5
Cut requ iring  stitches 5.2 6 5.8 7
Thermal b u rn  (hot w ater) 17.7 3 24.8 1
Foreign body in eye 11.5 5 11.5 4
Strained muscle 19.9 2 16.3 3
Chemical b u rn 2.6 7 6.3 6
Severly b ru ised  finger/hand 27.0 1 20.1 2
C heaters. The th ird  message dealt with the use of cheaters 
(pipe extensions used to obtain more leverage when using w renches). 
The message here was Look at each situation before deciding to use a 
ch ea te r. Table 23 shows th a t 72 percen t of the experimental group was 
able to arrive  at the rig h t answ er. Only 26 percent of the control 
group was able to arrive  at the r ig h t answ er. This response is 
particu larly  significant as there  were no demographic subgroups of 
operators which did not re ta in  th is  message.
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Table 23
O perators1 Responses on the Proper Use of Cheaters 
______As Determined by  Safety Minutes______
Control Experimental
Percent Percent
Never use cheaters. 40.8 6.9
Cheaters should be used 
with caution. 31.6 18.3
Cheaters are not unsafe if
you know what you are doing. 2.0 2.9
Closely look at each situation 
before deciding to use a cheater. 25.5 72.0
Hold I t . The fourth  safety message was entitled Hold I t . This 
message involved th ree  questions you should ask  yourself before 
beginning any job: What am I going to do? How am I going to do it? 
What could go wrong?
Table 24
"Hold It" Spot Recall by  O perators Viewing Safety Minutes
(N = 229) Percent
While 22.2 percent of the respondents provided the wrong 
answ ers to the questionnaire item, 54.6 percen t of the respondents 
provided the responses, worded correctly  and s ta ted  in the correct
All items in correct o rder 
All items, only 2 in correct o rder 
All item s, none in correct o rder 
Two correct responses (of 3)







2 2 . 2
100.0
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o rder. F u rth e r, 6.6 percen t of the responses in the correct o rder and 
identified all items.
Why Safety?. The fifth  message was entitled Why Safety? As 
previously defined, th e re  was considerable confusion as to why the 
company conducts safety program s. This Safety Minute message had 
th ree components:
(1) The company has an honest concern for the welfare of an 
employee
(2) Safety reduces insurance ra tes
(3) Safety increases productiv ity
There was an increase in the experimental groups perception as 
to why the company conducts program s. This is particu larly  pleasing as 
most of the sh ifts  only viewed th is spot four times. A fter watching 
Safety Minutes, responses to the statem ent "I have more understand ing  
about the  company’s reasons for having safety program s" showed that 
53 percent agreed , 36 percent were neu tral and only 9 percent 
disagreed.
Overall Program Review
This section will d iscuss the general ra tings given by those 
individuals who watched Safety Minutes in reg ard  to specific components 
of the programming (e .g .  frequency of commercials). In the previous 
section, we discussed the functional a ttrib u tes  of the  Safety Minutes 
program which may facilitate or re s tr ic t the adoption of the  safety 
messages them selves. In th is  section, we are  looking more at general 
satisfaction ra th e r  than  the specific factors previously described .
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At the o u tse t, all operators were asked how often they watched
the Division new scasts. Table 25 indicates th a t approximately 50 percent 
of the operators e ither very  rarely  or never watched the newscasts while 
only 32 percent watched the new scasts on an interm ittent basis and 
15 percent reported  th a t they viewed the new scasts on a regular basis. 
C ertainly, the  credibility and viewership of the cable system itse lf is a 
determ inant in the decision to adopt the Safety Minutes program. 
Obviously, no m atter how good the programming is , if the cable system 
is not used by employees, the utility  of the program is questionable.
On a b rig h te r  note, 246 of the  operators who viewed Safety 
Minutes were asked if  they would watch Safety Minutes on a voluntary 
basis . Table 26 p resen ts  the re su lts  of th is  question. Most 
su rp risin g ly , only 11 percent indicated th a t they would not watch on a 
voluntary basis .
Table 25
O perators' P re-T est Responses to the Question: 
"How often do you watch new scasts?”
(N = 347) Percent
Every week 
Most of the time 
Sometimes 










O perators’ Level of Agreement With the Statement:
”1 would watch Safety Minutes on a voluntary b a s is .”







It is particu larly  significant that the highest viewership pa tte rn s  
of both the existing  news programming and Safety Minutes were found in 
minority groups ( i.e . black and female employees). The most resis tan t 
to watching Safety Minutes are those who, on the a ttrib u te  analysis, 
were most concerned about the varie ty  of topics p resen ted  and 
entertainm ent values of the spo rts  programming. This crossover from 
the  perform ance/im portance analysis strongly suggests  th a t considerable 
attention must be given to providing more variety  in programming as well 
as determ ining which sporting  events are of most in te re st to the 
operating personnel.
O perators who had viewed Safety Minutes were asked to ra te  the 
sports  programming. As shown in Table 27, 69 percen t rated  the sports 
programming as good, 19 percent ra ted  it average and only 11 percent 
ra ted  it as poor. From a demographic perspective , the 11 percent ra ting  
it as poor were most likely to be older w orkers in the upper job 
classifications categories and younger, h igher educated operators.
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Table 27
O perators’ Ratings of the Quality 
of the  Safety Minutes Sports Programming
(N = 245) Percent
Very good -  good 
Average





O perators who viewed the Safety Minutes were evenly split th ree  
ways concerning the suggested repetition of the  messages as indicated in 
Table 28. This resu lt notw ithstanding, i t  is felt th a t s trong  
consideration be given to providing more variety  in sports  programming 
and safety messages.
Table 29 p resen ts  responses concerning continuance of the 
program . Of 162 responses, only 13 percent indicated the program 
should be discontinued, with 59 percent feeling it should be continued as 
is , 26.5 percent feeling it should be continued and lengthened, and only
1.2 percent indicating it should be continued bu t shortened .
Table 28
O perators’ Suggested Repetition of Safety Minute Messages
(N = 281) Percent
Once a week








O perators' Open-ended Responses on 
Continuance of the Safety Minutes Program
(N = 162) Percent
Continue 59.3
Continue and lengthen 26.5
Continue and shorten 1.2
Discontinue 13.0
100.0
Based on the im portance/perform ance analysis programming and 
the general satisfaction ra tin g s , the adoption of the program appears to 
be a function of variety  and entertainm ent a ttrib u tes  to the 10 percent
to 13 percent of the  population less satisfied with the Safety Minutes
program . It is believed th a t, with appropriate funding and
programming, th is resis tan t group can be converted into frequent
viewers of the Safety Minutes program .
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Safety Minutes project can be viewed on two levels. The 
firs t re lates to Daniel's observations on creating  and evaluating video 
models (24) which cen ters on the  importance of technical elements in 
video productions being equivalent to broadcast quality s tandards. The 
second relates to the concerns identified by Petersen (10) in looking at 
any safety program element o r project within the general framework of 
company operations and top management expectations. The in ten t of this 
section is to place the data previously defined within these contents.
A working assumption adopted at the outset of th is project was 
th a t the relationship between co-w orkers, the worker and his supervisor 
and the  perception of the worker as to the expectations of the corporate 
iden tity  was critical in adopting p ro -safe ty  a ttitu d es. The perception 
was th a t safety program s or th e ir elements cannot be separated  from the 
inheren t conflict between management's concern for high production, 
promotion crite ria  (of which safety performance is ju st one v a riab le ), 
and the credibility  of management's in te re st in p ro -safe ty  attitudes and 
perform ance. The data clearly supports  the view that these conflicts 
ex ist at the plant in which the Safety Minutes project was tested  and
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th a t, over time, significant effo rts must be made to resolve the 
expectation differences.
As dem onstrated by a series of projective exercises in which 
workers were asked to ra te  themselves as to the likelihood of their 
perform ing on "pro-safety" behaviors (e .g . reporting  unsafe conditions, 
and placing safety  performance above meeting work schedu les), there 
were consistent differences (significant at the .05 level of probability). 
Specifically, w orkers/operators tended to rate  themselves on a company 
ideal of safety orientation while ra tin g  th e ir  co-w orkers as less accepting 
and actually complying with management safety program requirem ents.
There are o ther factors which also in tercede in conducting safety 
program s at large industria l s ites . Clearly, when reviewing the data 
associated with expectations of placing safety performance in terms of 
career advancement and peer expectations, the safety performance 
occupies a relatively lower ranking of importance in career advancement 
and perhaps ju st as significantly , a ra th e r confused positioning.
From the data previously analyzed, th ere  appears to be strong 
relationship between employee acceptance of tra in ing  program s and 
perceptions of why the company conducts such program s. Therefore, 
hypothesis No. 2: There is no association between employee acceptance 
of tra in ing  program s and perceptions of why the company conducts such 
program s, is rejected in  that statistically  significant differences were 
found at the .05 level of probability .
The Safety Minutes project was b e tte r  able than the in-place 
program elements (signage, dem onstrations, lectures and accident 
reporting  debriefings) to provide an acceptable and working rationale for 
management’s concern for p ro-safety  a ttitu d es. This gain in
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Obviously, the Safety Minutes project rep resen ts  one element of 
a much b roader safety in itiative. To the  extent th a t there  are negative 
elements associated with the en tire  company-wide safety program , the 
effect of the Safety Minutes project is reduced. This concept is
supported  by  the  lite ra tu re  cited on motivation (particu larly  Herzberg) 
and G agne's views toward tra in ing .
With specific reference toward the perceived fairness of the 
accident reporting  system in terms of effectiveness of the system , 
benefits for reducing fu tu re  in juries and implications for advancement, 
the Safety Minutes project addresses those concerns a n d , while not 
eliminating employee m isgivings, provided an expression of management's 
understand ing  of such misgivings which produced significant positive 
differences between p re  and post experimental group ra tings at the .05 
level. This in itse lf  produced an expression on the p a rt of the 
employees as to b e tte r  acceptance and understand ing  of management 
safety objectives.
In general, the following observations can be supported by the 
available data . The professional production of the program increased 
operato rs ' expectations regard ing  the ultimate helpfulness of the Safety 
Minutes project in th e ir day to day activ ities. F u rth e r, the 
professionalism (expressed  in broadcast quality of production) fostered 
acceptance of the program  which exceeded the p a tte rn s  associated with 
the  in-place (p re -ex istin g ) safety program . The actual importance of 
professionalism of production rose for those individuals viewing the 
Safety Minutes project in addition to h igher ra tings for the actual 
performance ra tin g  on professional production. It appears th a t the 
professionalism in the production of Safety Minutes increased viewer
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expectations on a wide varie ty  of topics including originality , 
entertainm ent values and pace of topics covered.
Entertaining and professional production of tra in ing  m aterials, as 
previously mentioned, gained significantly more importance following 
viewing of the Safety Minutes. O perators viewing the project also placed 
significantly increased importance on program v arie ty , and clearly 
indicated tha t the Safety Minutes project was deficient on th is factor. 
Safety Minutes viewers discrim inated as to specific a ttrib u tes  of Safety 
Minutes presentations viewed and made decisions regard ing  the 
presentation in terms of a ttrib u tes  which became increasingly important 
to them. All groups ra ted  highly the importance of having a helpful 
program . There was no statistically  significant difference (at the .05 
level between the control group and the experimental group. Therefore, 
Null Hypothesis No. 7 , There is no association between perceived 
helpfulness of the Safety Minutes program and degree of acceptance of 
the program by the w orkers, was not rejected.
Effectiveness of Safety Minutes Commercials
Five messages were produced into Safety Minutes commercials:
(1) Get firs t aid when you need it -  we’ll improve the accident 
reporting  system .
(2) Water is one of the most dangerous chemicals around.
(3) Look at each situation before deciding to use a cheater.
(4) Hold it! (th ree  questions you should ask yourself before 
doing a job)
(5) Why safety? (why the company places emphasis on safety)
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Of those who viewed the commercials, 36.4 percent felt they 
were more confident about the accident reporting  system, 45.5 percent 
were neu tral and 18.2 percent disagreed with the statement concerning 
increased confidence in the reporting  system. Looking at the danger of 
hot w ater/steam , p rio r to Safety M inutes, hot water/steam  was rated  
sixth of eight problems likely to cause an accident. After Safety 
Minutes, the experimental p o st-test group rated  hot w ater/steam  as the 
number one problem. The control group p o s t-te s t operators continued to 
ra te  hot w ater/steam  as a lesser problem.
In terms of the commercial devoted to cheaters, on the p o s t-te s t, 
72 percen t of those viewing the commercial gave the correct response on 
the use of cheaters. When dealing with the "Hold it!"  commercial, in an 
open-ended response, 85 percent of those who had viewed the Safety 
Minutes were able to produce the correct response (75 percent of those 
responses in the correct o rd e r) . Finally, responses to the statem ent, 
"A fter watching Safety Minutes, I have more understand ing  about the 
company's reasons for having safety program s," indicated that 
53 percent ag reed , 36 percent were neu tral and 9 percent remained 
skeptical.
For an overall program review , 73 percent of the operators 
indicated they would watch Safety Minutes on a voluntary  basis . This is 
significant as only 17.2 percent of the  operators reported  they watched 
the Division's daily new scasts most of the time or every week. When 
ra tin g  sp o rts  programming, 69.4 percent of the  viewers ra ted  the 
programming in the very  good or good range while 11 percent ra ted  the 
programming in the poor to very  poor range.
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Eighty-seven percent of the operators who viewed the program 
believe it should be continued and 87.5 percent of the operators rated  
the program as being helpful. On open-ended comments, more variety  
was the most frequently  cited way the program could be changed or
improved.
In summary, the existing safety  program was ra ted  highly and 
seen generally as being very  competent. There is a strong  relationship 
between employee positive ra tin g  of safety program elements and 
perceptions of why management conducts such e ffo rts . This relationship 
has areas of confusion. Safety performance is  not seen as im portant in 
" getting ahead" as are o ther fac to rs. Also, differences exist in
expectations of the p rio rity  of safety performance between the 
individual, co-w orkers, superv iso rs and top management when compared 
to quantity  and quality of work, a ttendance, in itiative, and getting along 
with supervision.
There is some question by operators as to the fairness of the 
accident repo rting  system . In many ways, it appears that operators feel 
they can manipulate the system . F u rth e r, the perceived helpfulness of 
safety program s appears to be a function of an individual's belief that 
the  company is sincere and committed to safe work practices. Also, 
perceived danger on the job (as measured by  having had an accident or 
viewing the company as a dangerous place to work) does not appear to 
be a d irect determ inant in adopting safety  program s ( i . e . ,  e ither ra ting  
safety program elements high or low). These findings are directly
supported by  the  lite ra tu re  review regard ing  cognitive dissonance
reduction.
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In general, the increasing importance placed on safety program s' 
professional production, entertainm ent and variety  suggests that 
innovativeness and novelty have important roles in safety program 
development. However, consistency and "being down to earth" also hold 
high p rio rity  with operators. It appears on these measures th a t the 
Safety Minutes project holds great promise.
Conclusions
Based on Safety Minutes viewers' observations and suggestions, 
there  appears to be a need th a t a mechanism be adopted to allow 
operators to suggest topics (sp o rts  or features) to be included in the 
sports  coverage. Schedules as to when a suggested  topic will be 
presen ted  should be disseminated. F u rth e r, a minimum of fifteen (and 
optimally, tw enty) commercial messages should be produced. If possible, 
suggestions from operators and superv isors should be considered. This 
finding relates to the Safety By Objective (SBO) data previously cited.
Closely associated with a variety  of commercials produced, 
commercial messages should not be shown more than twice a week. This 
indicates a production of the majority of commercials p rio r to beginning a 
formal program . Finally, provisions should be made to use the Safety 
Minutes commercial spots as vehicles for dissemination of emergency or 
company-wide news. This requirem ent suggests budgeting  and planning 
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Plant Injury  Profiles
Methanes Total Injuries
(Control) OSHA Recordables




Vinyl I Total Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
Vinyl II Total Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
Glycol I Total Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
Glycol II Total Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
Solvents Total Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
Poly B Toted Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
CPE Total Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
PMS Total Injuries 
OSHA Recordables
1977 1978 1979 1980 6/81
2.1 22 33 27 10
2 0 6 3 0
72 28 41 25 NA
8 8 3 4 NA
* NA 34 18 4
* NA 4 2 1
44 40 40 33 12
3 4 2 6 3
40 26 26 19 12
1 4 2 3 1
NA 31 19 17 6
NA 1 3 2 1
NA 22 24 18 9
NA 4 3 2 0
42 38 44 21 14
6 4 5 2 1
38 51 51 38 NA
3 7 9 2 NA
27 19 18 18 NA
5 3 2 3 NA
NA NA 19 30 NA
NA 2 2 3 NA








19 - 28 59.9 202
29 -  38 30.7 102









High school or less 47.3 160
Trade/tech/som e college 35.8 121
Four year college degree 13.6 46



























0 - 5  
6 - 1 0  
11 - 15 
16 - 21








































































Note: scenes of young mother
in terac ting  with young baby - 
changing, feeding, e tc . -  
th roughout spot.
SFX: "Safety" tone
Anncr: A safety minute.
Spokesman: (voice over th rough­
out) When you’re try in g  to 
convince people to work and live 
safely, th e re 's  always somebody 
who objects to the time it takes 
...w h o  th inks he lives a charmed 
l i f e . . .  who won’t take safety 
seriously because he d o e s n 't . . .o r  
just plain won’t . . .u n d ers tan d  why 
we spend all th is time and demand 
all th is  effort.
So instead  of another cute little 
safety s lo g a n ...le t  me answ er, as 
bluntly  as possible, the "why".
F irs t. We spend a lot of time and 
money to tra in  people to do a job 
. . . a n d  we don 't have too many 
jobs that can be done from a 
hospital bed .
Second. . .  the safer our operation , 
the more efficient i t  i s . . .  and 
efficiency means p ro fits .
VIDEO: AUDIO:
T hird . We've got an awfully big 
investm ent in th is p la c e ...a n d  no 
m atter how much safety we build 
into the system . . .  stupid ity  is 
always more powerful than
engineering.
F o u r th ...a ll  th is money we spend 
on posters and people and books 
and films and tags and equipment 
and s ig n s . . . i t 's  a good investm ent 
. . . i t  keeps our insurance
premiums down.
Fifth . We do a lot of the things 
we do around here because we're 
requ ired  t o . . . i t ’s the law.
And s ix th ...w e  spend a lot of 
time and effort and money on 
safety because almost everybody 
who works here has a family 
waiting at hom e... a wife o r a 
husband o r a son or daughter 
waiting for y o u .. .  not a phone 
call.
Cut to : ECU of mother cuddling A lot of people might say that
baby reasons one through  five are
p re tty  s e lf ish .. .b u t reason six is 
the most selfish of all.
VIDEO: AUDIO:
S tartled , mother looks into camera 
at sound of ringing  te lep h o n e ...
Freeze fram e:
Closing animation:
Because I don't know anybody in 
th is division. . .  anyw here. . .  from
the people who make it work to 
the people who run  i t . . . I  don't 
know anybody in th is  division 
who wouldn't ra th e r  spend a little 
time and effort on s a fe ty . ..
Than have to make th a t phone 
call.
Anncr : This Safety Minute was
brought to you by the people 
standing  beside you.
SFX: "Safety" tone
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Program Script -  "Sports Quiz" 
Length: 3:58
VIDEO:
Animated O pening: "Safety Minutes"
standard  open - aerial images of 
log -  various sp o rts  scenes within 
logo, ending with "A special 
presentation  from this division of 
the company."
Cut to : LSU Athletic D irector
Paul Dietzl in  empty Bernie Moore 
Track and Field stadium
S u p er: Paul Dietzl
Camera: Wide shot showing Dietzl




A nncr: "Safety Minutes" are a
presentation of the safety 
departm ent of the Louisiana 
Division of th is  company, U .S.A .
Dietzl: Hi. I’m Paul Dietzl,
Athletic D irector of Louisiana 
State U n iv e rs ity .. .and  your host 
for th is  week's series of "Safety 
M inutes."
Since the beginning of recorded 
tim e, some of the  most dramatic 
and moving chapters in the 
history  of mankind have taken 
place in se ttings just like this 
one. .  well, maybe not quite as 
comfortable or m o d ern ... but 
anyplace you'll find a track  and a 
pit filled with sand, you'll find a 
special b reed  of men and women 
who push  themselves beyond the
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VIDEO:
Cut to : Montage of track  and
field footage.
Super: ’’The Record Makers”
Cut to : Dietzl walking along
track .
Cut to : Footage of Pavlo Nermi
in 1960 O lym pics...
AUDIO:
limits of en d u ran ce .. .th e  people 
who are the s ta rs  of th is week's 
’’Safety Minutes" s e r ie s .. .
we call them "The Record 
M akers."
D ietzl: (voice over) The great
track  and field s ta rs  of to d a y .. .  
and y es te rd ay . .  .all share a 
special kind of dedication. 
T here 's  a record out th e r e . . .  a 
record  meant to be b ro k e n ...a n d  
i t ’s a lonely, painful search for 
th a t one performance th a t will do 
it .
Perhaps no o ther event symbolizes 
the loneliness and the pain and 
the dedication than the ten 
thousand meter ru n .
For most of u s , ten thousand 
meters is an exhausting  w a lk ... 
bu t back in 1960..,
th is  m an...Pavlo  Nermi of Finland 
ran  th a t d istance . . .  almost two 
m ile s ...in  the astounding time of 
22 m inutes, 18 and n ine-ten ths 
seconds.
It was a magnificent fe a t. . .  
unbelievable in its  day.
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VIDEO:
Cut to : CU of Dietzl
Cut to : Scenes from the  1980
summer Olympic 10,000 meter ru n .
Freeze frame: CU of ru n n ers
AUDIO:
Today, most good high school 
ru n n ers  would have beaten Nermi 
by a full minute.
The modern day record  for ten 
thousand meters was set against 
the  same backdrop of drama and 
personal sacrifice.
Who set that re c o rd .. .  and how 
fast did he run?
I'll be back in ju st one minute 
with the amazing sto ry  of a man 
who never owned a pair of track  
shoes in Ms l i f e . . .b u t  d idn 't need 
them.
Fade to black
INSERT "SAFETY MINUTE" COMMERCIAL
Up from b lack :
Medium shot of Dietzl in  s tands. Dietzl: I t 's  1 9 8 0 ...the place is
Moscow's new Olympic S tad ium ... 
and the en tire  world is watching 
one of the g rea test stories in the 
h isto ry  of track  and field unfold. 
H ere's how C urt Gowdy called the 
last minute of the ten thousand 
meter final.
Cut to : Footage of 10,000 meter
final race.




Cut to: Dietzl in s tan d s .
Cut to: CU of Dietzl.
AUDIO:
D ietzl: He practiced for his race
by running  barefoot across the 
Nigerian d esert. He ran his race 
in 18 minutes fla t. He said la ter 
that he learned how to ru n  that 
fast because it was too hot to 
stay out there  any longer.
In the re s t of th is  week's "Safety 
Minutes" se ries , we'll be taking a 
look at some of the o ther great 
track  and field re c o rd s .. .we'll see 
you tomorrow. . .  th ink "safety" 
today .







This p re -te s t was adm inistered to operators in both experimental and 
control groups.
1. Some companies care more about safety than o ther companies. If 0° 
meant th a t a company did not care about safety at all, 50° meant you 
thought they cared exactly the righ t amount and 100° meant that you 
had the feeling th a t they were entire ly  too caring about safety , how 
many degrees of caring about safety would you give to top 
m a n a g e m e n t ? _____________________ °__________
2. How many degrees of caring about safety would you give your 
s u p e r v i s o r ? ______________________ ° _________
3. How many degrees of caring vfould you give your co-workers?
4. On another scale, if 0° meant th a t clearly not enough time was spent
on safety  tra in in g , 50° meant tha t exactly the righ t amount of time
was spent on safety tra in ing  and 100° meant th a t entire ly  too much 
time was spent on safety tra in in g , how many degrees would you give 
the program at your plant? ______________________ ° _________
5. There are a lot of reasons why a company has a safety program ,
Why do you th ink  the company conducts safety programs? (Circle
the appropriate number for each statem ent.)
Forced by the  government
Honest concern for well-being 
of employees
Every company does it
High cost of tra in ing  replacements
Reduces insurance ra tes
Increases profits
S trng  Nei- Dis- S trng






6. Here is a list which might be considered in operating a safety
program . We would like to know how im portant these th ings are to
you. These items are for any safety  program , not specifically the 
company's program . For each item, please sta te  w hether it is  very  
im portant, somewhat im portant, neither im portant nor unim portant, 
not im portant or very  unim portant.
Very Smwht Nei- Unim- Very
Impt Impt th e r  p r in t Unimpt
Prof'l production of tra in ing  matls 5 ~  2 1
Variety of topics covered 5 4 3 2 1
Originality 5 4 3 2 1
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Very Smwht Nei- Unim- Very 
Impt Impt th e r  p r in t Unimpt
Entertaining presentation 5 I -  JT~ 2
Consistency 5 4 3 2
Being down to earth  5 4 3 2
Helpful in  doing your job 5 4 3 2
U nderstandable 5 4 3 2
Time consuming 5 4 3 2
Realistic 5 4 3 2
Having a lot of w ritten material 5 4 3 2
Having lots of incen tives/rew ards 5 4 3 2
Workers1 participation in planning
the program s 5 4 3 2
Fair treatm ent 5 4 3 2
Safety meetings 5 4 3 2
7. Rank these problems from the one most likely to cause an accident to
the problem least likely to cause an accident. Number them 1
through 8, with 1 next to the problem most likely to cause an






 Lack of tra in ing
 Lack of supervision
Not following procedures 
 Improper use of tools
8. a. Many factors are im portant in getting  ahead in your job. Rank 
the following factors in  term s of how im portant you believe they 
are to you, by placing a 1 in the space across from the work 
factor most im portant for getting  ahead, down to a 6 in the 
space which you consider least im portant.
Importance 
to You
Quality of work __________
Safety performance __________
Getting along with supervision_______________________________
A ttendance __________
Q uantity of work __________
Initiative
b . How im portant do you believe your co-w orkers see these factors 
in getting  ahead? Rank these factors by placing a 1 next to the 
factor you believe they feel is most im portant in getting ahead 
down to a 6 for the  factor you feel they believe is the least 






G etting along with supervision
A ttendance __________
Q uantity of work __________
Initiative
c. How im portant do you feel these factors are to your superv isor 




Quality of work __________
Safety perform ance________________________________ __________
Getting along with supervision __________
Attendance __________
Q uantity of work __________
Initiative
d. Rank how im portant to top management you feel each factor is in 
assessing  your work. Please use the  same rank ing  system , one 




Quality of work __________
Safety performance________________________________ __________
Getting along with supervision_______________________________
Attendance __________
Q uantity of work _________
Initiative
How much would you say that the  people who design the safety 
program s for the Division really know about day-to -day  operations at 
your plant? (Circle one .)
1 2 3 4 5
Complete Know most Have gen'l Know a Really do 
understand ing  th ings knowledge little  not know
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10. Indicate if  you strongly  agree, ag ree , n either agree nor disagree,
disagree o r strongly  d isagree with the following statem ents by
circling the appropriate num ber.
S trng  Nei- Dis- S trng
Agree Agree th e r  agree Disag
In my day-to -day  work, it is more 
im portant to get the  job done than
to do the job safely, 1 2 3 4 5
My co-w orkers always use seatbelts
when driv ing  th e  car. 1 2 3 4 5
When I see an unsafe condition, I
report i t .  1 2 3 4 5
If I had a "band-aid" in ju ry , 1
would repo rt i t .  1 2 3 4 5
My co-w orkers feel th a t in th e ir day-to - 
day work, it is more im portant to get
the job done than  to do the job safely. 1 2 3 4 5
When my co-w orkers have "band-aid"
in ju ries, they rep o rt them. 1 2 3 4 5
It is safer at th is  company than at
o ther chemical p lan ts. 1 2 3 4 5
I always use seatbelts when driv ing
my car. 1 2 3 4 5
I am w ell-trained in safety  p rocedures. 1 2 3 4 5
When my co-w orkers see unsafe conditions,
they report them. 1 2 3 4 5
11. There is  a lot of talk  about the cu rren t accident reporting  and 
investigation system . How do you feel about the following 
statem ents? (Circle one number
for each s ta tem ent.) S trng  Nei- Dis- S trng
Agree Agree th e r  agree Disag
The existing  accident repo rting  and
investigation system is  fa ir. 1 2 3 4 5
The existing  accident repo rting  and 
investigation system is  useful in
preventing  fu tu re  in ju ries . 1 2 3 4 5
A worker who causes an accident tha t 
in ju res himself o r o th er people
should be disciplined. 1 2 3 4 5
A w orker’s safety  record  should be strongly
considered in making promotions. 1 2 3 4 5
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12. Now we would like you to rate  the performance of the  company on 
safety program item s. Please indicate if  the  safety program at your 
plant is excellent, good, average, poor or very  poor on the following 
items by circling the  appropriate num ber.
Professional production of tra in ing  
materials




Being down to earth




Having a lot of w ritten material
Having lots of incen tives/rew ards
Workers' participation in planning 
the  program s
Fair treatm ent
Safety meetings































13. For each pair or problems, indicate which is more likely to cause an 
accident at your plant and on the the job by placing a check in the 
space next to th a t problem.
a.  hot w ater/steam   falls
b .  lifting   fumes
c.  co-worker unsafe acts  fire
d.  explosions  driv ing  e rro rs
e.  hot w ater/steam   fumes
f.  hot w ater/steam   fire
g.  _hot w ater/steam   driv ing e rro rs
h .  lifting  falls
i.   lifting   fire
j.  lifting   driv ing  e rro rs
k .  co-w orker unsafe acts  falls
1.  co-worker unsafe acts  driv ing  e rro rs
m.  explosions  falls
n .  explosions  fumes
o.  explosions  fire
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14. How often do you watch the Division's weekly newscast? (Circle
o n e .)
1 2 3 4 5
Never Very Sometimes Most Every
rarely  times week
15. A final question: If you were responsible for th e  safety of everyone
in the Division, how would you ru n  the program? (Answer below
and on the back of th is  sheet using as much space as you n eed .)
THE REST OF THE SURVEY CONCERNS GENERAL INFORMATION WHICH 
WILL HELP US IN CLASSIFYING YOUR ANSWERS.
16. Your age ___________________________
17. How many years  have you worked at th is  company? _______________
18. How long have you worked at your p resen t plant? _______________
19. At what level were you when you last attended school? (Check one)
 high school g raduate o r le s s ( l)
 trad e /b u sin ess/tech n ica l school grad OR some college(2)
 fou r-year college degree(3)
 O ther (specify)_________________________________ (4)
20. P rior to coming to work at th is  company, did you work at another oil 
or chemical plant? (Check one)
 Y es(l)  No(2)
21. Are you an: O TT?(l)
OT? (2)
(Check only one.) SOT?(3)
 OS? (4)
22. P rior to your firs t job assignm ent h ere , did you partic ipate in the 
new employee orientation program?
 Y es(l)  No(2)
The following five questions are optional personal questions. You do not 
have to answer them if  you do not wish to . However, they  will help us 
in fu rth e r  classifying your answ ers if  you choose to answer any or all of 
them.
Check one for each question .
23. Sex: ____M ale(l)  Female(2)
24. Race B lack(l)  White(2)
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”2 or less(2) 
3 or more(3)
27. Have you ever been involved in an accident at your company, or 






This te s t was adm inistered only to those plants who did not view the
Safety Minutes.
1. Some companies care more about safety than o ther companies. If 1°
meant th a t a company did not care about safety at a ll, 50° meant 
th a t you thought they cared exactly the rig h t amount and 100° meant 
th a t you had the  feeling th a t they were entirely  too caring about 
safe ty , how many degrees of caring about safety would you give to 
the  company’s top management? ____________________________
2. How much would you say that the  people who design the safety
program s for the Division really know about day-to-day  operations at 
your plant? (Check one)
 Complete u n d erstan d in g (l)
 Know most th ings(2)
 Have a general knowledge(3)
 Know a little(4)
 Really do not know (5)
3. Here is a list of items which might be considered in operating a
safety program = We would like to know how im portant these things
are to you. These items are for any safety program , not specifically 
for the company's program. For each item, please sta te  w hether it 
is v ery  im portant, somewhat im portant, neither im portant nor
unim portant, not im portant o r very  unim portant.
Very Smwht
fImpt ImProf'l production of tra in ing  matls 5
Variety of topics covered 5 4
Originality 5 4
Entertaining presentation 5 4
Consistency 5 4
Being down to ea rth  5 4
Helpful in doing your job 5 4














p r tn t Unimpt
4. There are lots, of reasons why a company has a safety program . Why 
do you th ink your company conducts safety programs? (Circle the 
appropriate number for each sta tem ent.)
S trng  Nei- Dis- S trng
Agree Agree th e r  agree Disag
1 2 ' 3 4 5Forced by the government
Honest concern for well-being 
of employees
Every company does it
High cost of tra in ing  replacements
Reduces insurance ra tes
Increases profits
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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5. Now we would like you to ra te  the performance of the  safety program
safety program is 
the following items
VyPr
in your p lan t. Please indicate if  you feel the 
excellent, good, average, poor or very  poor on 
by circling the  appropriate num ber.
Xlnt Good Avg Poor 
Prof’l production of tra in ing  matls 5~ 5 a 2
Variety of topics covered 5 4 3 2
Originality 5 4 3 2
E ntertaining presentation 5 4 3 2
Consistency 5 4 3 2
Being down to earth  5 4 3 2
Helpful in doing your job 5 4 3 2
U nderstandable 5 4 3 2
Realistic 5 4 3 2
Listed below are eight problems that can cause accidents on the job. 
Rate these problems by  placing a 1 next to the problem most likely 
to cause an accident through an 8 next to the problem least likely to 
cause an accident.
Rank







D riving e rro rs  ____
Having an effective safety  program can benefit a company in various 
ways. Rate each of the items listed  below based on how much you 




 5------------  2---Increases p rofits 
Reduces overtime 
Reduces insurance ra te s  
Increases morale 














Of th e  in juries listed  below, check the two th a t you th ink occur most 
often in the  Division.
chemical b u rn  of the ey e (l)
Cl2 inhalation(2)
cut requ iring  stitches (3)
therm al b u rn (4 ) (Check two)
foreign body in the eye(5)
stra ined  muscle(6)
chemical bu rn (7 )
severely b ru ised  finger/hand(8)
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9. What do you understand  management's policy to be on the use of 
"cheaters"? (Check one)
 Never use a ch ea te r(1)
C heaters should be used with caution(2)
 C heaters are not unsafe if  you know what you are doing(3)
 Closely look at each situation before deciding to use a chea te r(4)
THE REST OF THE SURVEY CONCERNS GENERAL INFORMATION WHICH 
WILL HELP US IN CLASSIFYING YOUR ANSWERS.
10. Your age (Check only one)
18 - 21(1) 35 -  40(4)
22 - 28(2) Over 40(5)
 29 -  34(3)
11. How many years  have you worked at th is  company? (Check one)
 Less than 1 y e a r ( l)  ____9 to 12i years(4)
 1 to 3£ years(2) ____13 to 16 years(5)
 4 to 8 i years(3 ) ____More than 16 years(6)
12. How long have you worked at your p resen t plant? (Check one)
 Less than 1 y e a r ( l)   9 to 12£ years(4)
 1 to 3^ years(2 )  JL3 to 1C years(5)
 4 to 8^ years{3)  More than 16 years(6)
13. At what level were you when you last attended school? (Check one) 
 high school g raduate or le ss ( l)
 trad e /b u sin ess/tech n ica l school grad OR some college(2)
 fo u r-y ear college degree(3)
 O ther (specify)_________________________________ (4)
14. Prior to coming to work h e re , did you work at another oil or 
chemical plant? (Check one)
 Y es(l) ____No(2)
15. Are you an: O TT?(l)
 OT?(2)
(Check only o n e .)  SOT?(3)
 OS? (4)
16. P rior to your f irs t job assignm ent a t Dow, did you participate in the 
new employee orientation program?
Y es(l) No(2)
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THE FOLLOWING FIVE QUESTIONS ARE OPTIONAL PERSONAL 
QUESTIONS. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ANSWER THEM IF YOU DO NOT 
WISH TO. HOWEVER, THEY WILL HELP US IN FURTHER CLASSIFYING 
YOUR ANSWERS IF YOU CHOOSE TO ANSWER ANY OR ALL OF THEM. 
Check one for each question .
17. Sex:
18. Race









2 or le ss (2) 
"3 or more(3)
21. Have you ev er been involved in an accident at th is company, or 






This p o s t- te s t was adm inistered to all operators provided with the 
opportunity  to view the Safety Minutes.
1. Some companies care more about safety than o ther companies. If 1° 
meant th a t a company did not care about safety at a ll, 50° meant 
th a t you thought they cared exactly the rig h t amount and 100° meant 
that you had the feeling th a t they were en tire ly  too caring about 
safety , how many degrees of caring about safety would you give to 
the company's top management? ________________________________
2. How much would you say that the people who design the safety 
program s for the Division really know about day-to -day  operations at 
your plant? (Check one)
 Complete u n d erstan d in g (l)
 Know most th ings(2)
 Have a general knowledge(3)
 Know a little(4)
 Really do not know(5)
Here is  a list of items which might be considered in operating a 
safety program . They are for any safety program , not specifically 
the company's program . For each item, indicate w hether it is  very  
im portant, somewhat im portant, n either im portant nor unim portant, 
not im portant or very  unim portant.
Very Smwht Nei­ Unim- Very
Impt Impt
4
th e r p r tn t Unimpt 
2 1
Profil production of tra in in g  matls 
Variety of topics covered
f
5 3
Originality 5 4 3 2 1
Entertaining presentation 5 4 3 2 1
Consistency 5 4 3 2 1
Being down to earth 5 4 3 2 1
Helpful in doing your job 5 4 3 2 1
U nderstandable 5 4 3 2 1
Realistic 5 4 3 2 1
4. There are a lot of reasons why a company has safety program s. Why
do you th ink your company conducts safety programs? (Circle the 
appropriate num ber for each statem ent.)
Forced by the government
Honest concern for well-being
of employees
Every company does it
High cost of tra in ing  replacements





























5. Now we would like you to ra te  the performance of the Safety Minutes 
program . Please indicate if  you feel the Safety Minutes program is 
excellent, good, average, poor o r very  poor on the following items 
by circling the appropriate num ber.
Xlnt Good Avg Poor VyPr 
Prof'l production of tra in ing  matls JT~ 3 3 T ~
Variety of topics covered 5 4 3 2
Originality 5 4 3 2
Entertaining presentation 5 4 3 2
Consistency 5 4 3 2
Being down to earth  5 4 3 2
Helpful in doing your job 5 4 3 2
Understandable 5 4 3 2
Realistic 5 4 3 2
6. Listed below are eight problems th a t can cause accidents on the job. 
Rate these problems by placing a 1 next to the problem most likely 










D riving e rro rs  ____
7. After viewing the Safety Minutes program , how do you feel about the 
following statements?
S trng  Nei- Dis- S trng
Agree Agree th e r  agree Disag
I feel more confident about the
accident repo rting  system . 5 4 3 2 1
I have more understand ing  about reasons
for having safety program s. 5 4 3 2 1
I enjoy the  sports  h ighlights. 5 4 3 2 1
I feel the safety  program is going
in the rig h t direction 5 4 3 2 1
I liked the way the use of "cheaters"
was p resen ted . 5 4 3 2 1
I would watch Safety Minutes on a
voluntary basis . 5 4 3 2 1
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8. Having an effective safety program can benefit a company in various 
ways. Rate each of the items listed below based on how much you 
th ink a good safety program affects each item. (Circle the 
appropriate num ber.)
Greatly Slightly Has No
Affects Affects Effect
Increases p rofits  5 2
Reduces overtime 3 2
Reduces insurance ra te s  3 2
Increases morale 3 2
Increases productiv ity  3 2
D ecreases productiv ity  3 2
9. Of the  in juries listed below, check the two th a t you th ink  occur most 
often in the Division.
 chemical b u rn  of the e y e (l)
 Cl2 inhalation(2)
 cu t requ iring  stitches(3)
 thermal b u rn (4 ) (Check two)
 foreign body in the eye(5)
 strained  muscle(6)
 chemical bu rn (7 )
 severely b ru ised  finger /hand (8)
10. Check the  item below th a t best describes the message you got from 
the  "Safety Minutes" spot on cheaters? (Check one)
 Never use a ch ea te r(l)
 C heaters should be used with caution(2)
 Cheaters are not unsafe if  you know what you are doing(3)
 Closely look at each situation before deciding to use a cheater(4)
11. Please list the  th ree  questions you consider most im portant to ask 
yourself before beginning any job.
( 1)
( 2 ) _________________________________________________________________
(3) ______________________________________________________________
12. How often did you watch the Safety Minutes program? (Check one.)
 N ever(l)
 Very ra re ly (2)
 Sometimes(3)
 Most times(4)
 Every time shown(5)







14. How often do you th ink a particu lar "Safety Minutes" commercial 
should be repeated?
 Once a w eek(l)
 Once ever 2 w eeks(2)
Once a month(3)
15. How would you ra te  the "Safety Minute" messages?





THE REST OF THE SURVEY CONCERNS GENERAL INFORMATION WHICH 
WILL HELP US IN CLASSIFYING YOUR ANSWERS.
16. Your age (Check only one)
18 - 21(1) 35 -  40(4)
22 - 28(2) Over 40(5)
 29 - 34(3)
17. How many years have you worked at th is  company? (Check one)
 Less than 1 y e a r ( l)  ____9 to 12$ years(4)
1 to 3$ years(2) 13 to 16 years(5)
 4 to 8$ y e a rs (3) ____More than 16 y e a rs (6)
18. How long have you worked at your p resen t plant? (Check one)
 Less than 1 y e a r ( l)  ____9 to 12$ years(4)
1 to 3$ years(2 ) 13 to 16 years(5)
 4 to 8$ years(3 ) ____More than 16 years(6)
19. At what level were you when you last attended school? (Check one)
 high school graduate or le ss ( l)
trade/business/techn ica l school grad  OR some college(2) 
fou r-year college degree(3)
 O ther (specify)_________________________________ (4)
20. P rior to coming to work h e re , did you work at another oil or 
chemical plant? (Check one)
 Y es(l) ____No(2)
21. Are you an: O TT?(l)
 OT?(2)
(Check only o n e .) SOT?(3)
OS?(4)
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22. P rior to your firs t job assignment at Dow, did you partic ipate in the 
new employee orientation program?
 Y es(l) ____No(2)
THE FOLLOWING FIVE QUESTIONS ARE OPTIONAL PERSONAL 
QUESTIONS. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ANSWER THEM IF YOU DO NOT 
WISH TO. HOWEVER, THEY WILL HELP US IN FURTHER CLASSIFYING 
YOUR ANSWERS IF YOU CHOOSE TO ANSWER ANY OR ALL OF THEM. 
Check one for each question.
23. Sex:
24. Race:
25. Marital s ta tu s:
26. Children?






'2 or less!2) 
"3 o r more!3)
27. Have you ever been involved in an accident at the company, or have 
you ever received a "band-aid" in ju ry , in the  last twelve months?
Y es!l) No!2)
28. A final question: The Safety Minutes are being reviewed at this
time. As a member of the review group , please comment on any 
aspect of the program s th a t can be changed or improved. 
Specifically, should the program s be continued? Lengthened? 
Discontinued? How helpful do you feel th is  program could be?
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